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THE STATE OP NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey, N. H., in the
County of Cheshire in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said
Swanzejr, N. H., on Tuesday, the 11th day of March, next at
nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following sub-
jects :
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations of the same.
3. Polls will be open at 10 :00 a. m. Voting to be under the
rules of biennial elections.
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary for the year
of 1947 in anticipation of taxes provided by law.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$1,600.00 for the District Nurse Association, or take any action
thereon.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $716.46
the State to give $2,865.83 for T.R.A. roads, so-called.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise $7,000.00 for the
maintenance of highways and bridges.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$5,000.00 for the maintenance of the Fire Department, or take
any action thereon.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $125.00
for Memorial Day, or take any action thereon.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$1,400.00 for Old Age Assistance, or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$1,200.00 for Town Poor, or take any action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $100.00
for Old Home Day, or take any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$400.00 for the Stratton Free Library, or take any action
thereon.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$150.00 for the Mt. Caesar Union Library, or take any action
thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$150.00 for the Swanzey Community House Library, or take
any action thereon.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$500.00 for the Maintenance of the Police Department, or take
any action thereon.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$200.00 for the upkeep of the cemeteries, or take any action
thereon.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$200.00 for parks and playgrounds, or take action thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $620.00 (31 hydrants at $20.00 each), the same to be
paid to the North Swanzey Water and Fire Precinct for hydrant
service furnished in that part of the Town of Swanzey.
20. To see if the Town will vote to install 3 electric lights
from Leon Ellor's place, to the schoolhouse in Westport.
21. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for electric lights, or take any action thereon.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$200.00 to defray interest charges during the ensuing year.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$194.00 (1 /100th of 1% of the valuation) to the Monadnock
Region Association of Southern New Hampshire for issuance
and distribution of printed matter, newspaper and magazine
advertising, calling attention to the resources and natural ad-
vantages of the Town, in cooperation with the other thirty-
seven towns of the Monadnock Region.
24. To see if the Town will vote and appropriate the sum
of $400.00 for white pine blister rust control, to be spent in
cooperation with the State Forestry and Recreation Depart-
ment.
25. To hear the report of the Town History Committee,
or take any action thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to establish an additional
polling place at North Swanzey for use in general elections.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$1,100.00 for a Memorial for World War 2 Veterans, this sum
to be added to the $1,000.00 raised in 1946, or take any action
thereon.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$1,200.00 to re-surface and oil the Cobble Hill road, West Swan-
zey, or take any action thereon.
29. To see if the Town will vote to allow Whitcomb Hall
to be used for basketball, if sponsored by a Town organization,
or take any action thereon.
30. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
secure the assistance of the State Tax Commission in reapprais-
ing the taxable property in the Town, in order to secure greater
equality as between taxpayers, and to insure the assessment of
all property in the Town on the same standard of value, and
to raise and appropriate money to pay for the same, or take
any action thereon.
31. To see if the Town will vote to petition the State Tax
Commission to have an audit made by the Division of Municipal
Accounting, and to make an appropriation to cover the expense
of such audit, or take any action thereon.
32. To see whether the Town will vote to create a Plan-
ning Board under the provisions of Chapter 53 of the Revised
Laws of New Hampshire and Amendments thereto, to Elect
such Officers and Agents as are required under the provisions
of said Chapter and to take any other action relating thereto.
33. To make such appropriations as may be required to
put the provisions of said Chapter into effect.
34. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Charles 0. Hewes lot in
Mountain View Cemetery.
35. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Ira Kenney lot in Oak
Hill cemetery.
36. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Frank O. Dodge lot in Oak
Hill cemetery.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of February,












BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
ESTIMATES OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR JAN. 1, 1947 TO DEC. 31, 1947
COMPARED WITH
ACTUAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES OF THE PRE-




Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank taxL r^'













370 86 370 00
78 37
57 00 78 50
320 50 300 00
198 00 200 00
713 18
29,805 92
2,698 13 3,000 00
7.047 95
Bounties
From local sources except taxes
:
Business licenses and permits




Motor vehicle permit fees
fCash surplus
From local taxes other than
property taxes
:
(a) Poll taxes—Regular @ $2 1,884 00
(b) National bank stock taxes 137 25
fCash Surplus equals Excess of actual Cash on Hand at
close of fiscal year over Current Liabilities, i.e., Balance of
Appropriation due School District, Outstanding Temporary










Election and registration expenses
Year 1946 Year 1947
$2,936 80 $5,000 00
1,451 40
367 40
Expenses town hall and other town bldgs. 646 61











Town maintenance : Summer
Town maintenance : Winter
Street lighting









Memorial day and Veterans' Associations
Aid to soldiers and their families
Recreation
:




239 25 500 00
5,111 39 5,000 00








713 84 716 46
600 00 700 00
880 82 1,200 00
1,195 89 1,400 00










Year 1946 Year 1947
Unclassified
:
Town history 300 00
Damages and legal expenses 102 50
Advertising and Regional Associations 184 00 194 00
Interest
:
On temporary loans 194 08 200 00
Payments to other governmental
divisions
:
County taxes 3,574 63
Payments to school districts 48,228 60 59,713 00
11
REPORT OF SELECTMEN
Land and buildings $1,458,740 00
Electric plants ' 144,875 00
103 horses 8,870 00
395 cows 42,280 00
56 neat stock 5,290 00
15 hogs 285 00
11,840 fowls 13,454 00
4 vehicles 2,100 00
Portable mills and road machinery 8,100 00
Lumber 14,677 00
Gasoline pumps and tanks 2,465 00
Stock in trade 165,200 00
Mills and machinery 144,100 00
Total valuation $2,010,436 00
Polls number 1?150 @ $2.00 $2,300 00
National Bank stock $137 25
Amount exempt to soldiers $70,329 00
Taxes committed to collector $73,796 18


















































OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1946
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to the






























Accounts owed by town:
Due to state when collected:
Special poll taxes levy of 1945 $114 00
Special poll taxes levy of 1944 87 00
Soldiers Memorial committee 989 75
Total liabilities $1,190 75
Excess of assets over liabilities $11,804 82
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
:
Town hall, land and buildings $15,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Whitcomb hall, land and buildings 18,000 00
Furniture and equipment 1,000 00
Libraries, land and buildings 12,000 00
Furniture and equipment 5,000 00
Fire department, land and buildings 4.000 00
Equipment 8,000 00
Highway department, land and buildings 1,200 00
Equipment 4,000 00
Parks, commons and playgrounds 2,500 00
Schools, land and buildings 85,000 00
Equipment 8,000 00
Carpenter Home, gift to town 5.000 00
Total $169,700 00
15
RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Abbott, Clarence Allen, George
Poll | $2.00 Poll 2.00
Adams, Clifford Allen, George Mrs.
Poll | 2.00 Poll ] 2.00
Adams, Clifford Mrs. Amidon, Bertha Mrs.
1
Poll | 2.00 Poll 2.00
Adams, Harry Anstey, Minnie W.
Land and Land and













Cottage 900 2600 95.60
Poll 2.00 Applin, Charles L.
Adams, George Mrs.
50a Emma S. Adams Poll 2.00
place 2700 Atwood, Herbert Mrs.
100 a Ellis lot 500 25a land and
45a Capron lot 100
j
buildings 1400 1400 50.40






pasture 100 Aveline, Edward
7 cows 750 4220 151.92 Poll
Adams, George Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1100 1100 41.60
Adams, Harold Aveline, Edward Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
56a land and Aveline, Henry
buildings 1900 1900 70.40 Poll 2.00
Adams, Harold Mrs. Atherton, A. W.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Aldrich, Francis Land and
Poll buildings - 3000
2a land and 8a pasture 200 32001 117.20
buildings 2000
j
2000 74.00 Atherton, A. W. Mrs.
Aldrich, Francis Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Austin, Stanley
Aldrich, Seth Mrs. Poll 2.00
Land and Austin, Stanley Mrs. j
buildings 1050 | 1050 37.80 Poll | 2.00
Alexander, Leon Jr. Aylward, Jamess
Poll j 2.00 Poll
Alexander, Leon Jr. Land and ,
.
Mrs. buildings 900 | 900 i 34.40
Poll 2.00 Aylward, James Mrs.



















Name 1 Valu- 1 Total Name 1 Valu- 1 Total




2.00 1 horse 50 1 1
Ballou, George L. 2 cows 180 j
Land and
1
110 fowl 121 2651 95.44
buildings 1700 1 Baker, Frederick
j
y2 Int. Parsons Poll | 2.00
lot 350 Bardwell, George S.
|
i
50a sprout lot 100 Est.
10a sprout lot 20 2170 78.12 Land and i
1
Ballou, George L. buildings 800 800 32.32




Ballou, Merle Poll 1 2.00
Poll 2.00 Bardwell, Walter
Ballou, Charles H. Poll
Poll Land and
142a land and buildings 2500
buildings 3300 Bardwell farm 900
|
3400 1 124.40
2 horses 150 Bardwell, Walter
3 cows 360 3810 139.16 Mrs.
Ballou, Charles H. Poll . 2.00
Mrs. Bardwell, Margaret
Poll 2.00 Poll
Ballou, Earl 1 horse 75 75 4.70
Poll Barden, James Mrs.
Land and Poll
buildings 2700 2700 99.20 8a land and
Ballou, Earl Mrs. buildings and
Poll 2.00 machinery 1100
Ballou, Susan Soldier's wife
Poll 2.00 exempt 1000 100 5.60
Ballou, Earl & Barden, Donald
Susan Poll
80a Healey lot 150 150 5.40 100a land and
Ballou, Leon E. buildings 2200
97a land and 4 cows 440 2640 97.04
buildings 2400 Barton, Harold i
30a sprout land 200| PoU
7 neat stock 700' 3300 118.80 Mills and
Ballou, John machinery 100 100
'
6.04
Poll Barton, Helen R Mrs. '
Land and Land and •
1
buildings 1600! 1600 59.60 Poll
]
Ballou, John Mrs. 1 buildings 1100' 1100 46.44






Ballou, Willis Land and
1
Poll | 2.00 buildings 2500
Ballou, Willis Mrs. | 2.7a Pollard land 300
1
Poll 2.00 Soldier's wife
!
Baker, Walter exempt 1000 '• 1800 74.72
Poll | 2.00 Barlow, Herman '
Baker, Walter Mrs. Poll
|
Poll | 2.00 Isaac Barlow
Baker, Elliott place 1300 1300' 48.80
Land and Barlow, Herman Mrs. 1 I

















































































































































































Vaiu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total




2 lots across from
1
Poll 2.00
house 200 200 10.08 Blcom, Isabelle Mrs.
Bemis, Leigh Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Bolles, John
Bergeron, Edward 20a land and
Mrs. buildings 2200
Poll 2.00 1 cow 90 2290 82.44
Bickford, Charles N. Bolles, Henry
Poll
|
2.00 15V2 a Athinson
Bishop, William Mrs. lot 60
Cottage W.P. 1300 1300| 52.52 1 horse 60 120 4.32






Bishop, Francis Mrs. Bolles Bros.
Poll 2.00 130a land and
Blackmore, Ernest buildings 2000
Mrs. 50a pasture 600
Poll 2.00 20a Bullard lot 40
Blake, Harold 49a Rebecca Henry
Land and lot 150 2790 100.44
buildings 1750 Bolles, Jesse
2 cows 190 i Poll
1 neat stock 110 20a Ware lot 60
1000 fowl 1100 31501 113.40 40a Part of Atkins




Blake, Ralph Poll 2.00
225a land and Bogue. Mary F. R.
buildings 4600 Poll
16a Ball field 350 59a land and
5a Handy lot 10 buildings 3500
3<* cows 4370 17a Hill pasture 50
8 neat stock 720' \ 2a Ward land 200 3750 137.00
70 fowl 77 101271 364.57 Bolewski, August &
Blake, Ralph Mrs. Elsa
Poll
1 2.00 25a Wetmore
Blake. Josephine place 2700
Poll . 1 2.00 2 cows 200 2940 105.84




Blair. Ivan Mrs. Bolewski, August Mrs.
Poll
1 2.00 Poll 2.00
Blair, Martha Bourne, Lloyd
Poll Poll
James Blair | 2a land and
place 20001 buildings 900 900 34.40
Land and Bourne, Lloyd Mrs.
buildings 900' Poll 2.00
Bid. lots W. P. 601 2960! 108.82 Boyea, CIeon
Blair, Richard Poll 2.00
Poll 1 ! 2.00 Boyea, Cleon Mrs.
Blethen, Lloyd Poll
Poll 2a land and
4a mowing buildings 1600! 1600 59.60
(Lollyland) 400' 400| 16.40 1 Boyea, Joseph
!
19
Name Valu- 1 Total Name 1 Vaiu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description [ ation Tax
Poll Poll 2.00
Dumont's Lunch & Brooks, John U. Mrs.
lots 95-96-97 . Poll
P.G.P. 2400 9a land and
Chabot's Stand & , buildings 1300 1300 48.80
lots 98-99 Brown, Earl
P.G.P. 950 3350 137.34 Poll
Boyea, Joseph Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 3300
Boyea, Margaret & 1 cow 75
Raymond Nash 1 neat stock 100 3475 142.39
2a Dort place 3400 3400' 122.40 Brown, Earl Mrs.
Boulay, Ernest Poll 2.00
Poll Brown, Edith Mrs.
Store bid. 3000 Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 2100 5100 185.60 Brown, Fred R. Mrs.
Boulay, Ernest Mrs. Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and
Bradley, Homer & buildings 1600 1600 59.60
Alice I. Brown, Gordon
Home place 2000 Poll
Westport house 1300 90a Greenleaf
40a School house place 1500'
lot 200 10a Hammond lot 40
Mill lot 15 Emery lot 75 1615 60.14
2a Prescott lot I 3520 126.72 Brown, George
Bradley, Homer Mrs. Poll 1 2.00
Poll ' 2.00 Brown, George Mrs.
Brewer, Edwin i Poll 2.00
Poll Brown, Sumner )
Land and Poll
buildings 1400 1400 58.56 100a land and
Brewer, Edwin Mrs. buildings 5800
Poll 2.00 228a Holbrook
Bridge, Roland farm 3500
Poll 50a Holbrook lot PO
Land and 45a Capron lot 60
buildings 1100 12a Oakman lot 25
2 horses 200 ; 4a Conboy land 250
1 cow 100 1400 52.40 250a Brown moun-
Bridge, Roland Mrs. tains & Burnham
Poll 2.00 lot 1000
Brink. Max H. & 5 horses 300
Alfreda C. 32 cows 4000
Land and 11 neat stock 1000
buildings 1100 125 fowl 138 16153! 583.51
Soldier exemot 1000 100 3.60 Brown, Barbara P. 1




Brown, Emma 15a Marsh
1
Cottage 100 100 3.60 meadow 150 150! 7.40
Britton, Robert Brown, Robert
1
Poll 2.00 Poll I 2.00
Britton, Robert Mrs. Bmso, George
!
Poll 2.00 Poll ! 2.00

























































































































































































































































































































































































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description




2V2 a land and Land and
buildings 1400 1400 58.56 buildings 1500
Cole, Benjamin 16a pasture 85
Poll 1 horse 60
Cottage 300 300 12.80 1 cow 90 1735 62.46
Cole, Benjamin Mrs. Corey, Charles Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Land and
Cole, Bert | buildings and
Poll 2.00 cabins 3000 3000 121.20
Cole, Bert Mrs. Cookson, Loystein
Poll Poll 2.00
2 x/4a land and Cookson, Loystein
buildings 500 500 20.00 Mrs.
Cole, Carrie Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Cotton, C. R.
Cole, Leslie 8 cows 920
Poll 2 neat stock 180 1100 39.60
4a land and Cotton, C. R. Mrs.
buildings 550 550 21.80 Poll 2.00
Cole, Stacey Couture, William
Poll Poll
65a Red Crow Land and
Farm 5300 buildings 1200 1200 50.48
1800 fowl 1980 7280 264.08 Couture, William
Cole, Stacey Mrs. Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Collier, Milo B. Cox, Merrill
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Cox, Merrill Mrs.
buildings 1900 1900 78.76 Poll 2.00
Conboy, John E. Crosby, Wendell
Poll Poll 2.00
30a Capron Cross, Mildred
pasture 300 Poll 2.00
2a Mountain lot 10 Crossfield, Lawrence '
lA int. Susie Conboy
1 Poll 2.00
pasture 200 Crossfield,
4 cows 375 885 33.86 Lawrence Mrs.
Conboy, John &. Poll 2.00
Labell, William Crouch, Charles
30a land and 130a home
buildings 1700 place 1600
30a Eaton 100a Crouch
pasture 300 2000 72.00 place 600!
Conboy, George 10a Dan Hill lot 20 2220 79.92
Land and Cummings,
buildings 900 Hattie Est.
Meadow 25 3a land and
y8 int. Conboy buildings 3500 3500 141.40
pasture 100 Cummings,
•Soldier exempt 1000 25 .90 Elizabeth
Congroy, George Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Cummings, Richard
Cornwell, C. H. Poll
Poll 2.00 Lot No. 68 P.G.P. 70| 70 4.52
23
Name Valu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ] ation Tax
Cummings, Danila, Albert
Edith Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll Davis, Alvin
16a land and Poll
buildings 2500 2500 92.00 13a land and
Cunningham, buildings 1700| 1700 63.20
Francis Davis, Francis ,
Poll Poll
3 1 2 a land and Land and
buildings 1300' 1300
;
48.80 buildings 2200J 2200 90.88
Cunningham, Davis, Francis Mrs.
Francis Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Day, Walter
Curtis, Austin 32a home place 2000|
Poll | Lyman Stone





1 horse 50 L. W. Stone





Poll i 2.00 meadow 65











Poll 2.00 lot 100|
Curtis, Charles 1 20a Reed sprout
H. Mrs. lot 65
Poll 2.00 60a Frank Stone i
Curtis, Irene Mrs. lot 600
Poll 2.00 1 horse 50
Curtis, Merle 3 cows 2701 6165 221.94
Cottage 700 Denico, William
Soldier exempt 700 Poll
Cuthbert, George Land and
Land and buildings 2100|
buildings 2800 Lally bid. 125
j
Soldier exempt 1000 1 1800 64.80 Lally nasture 400' 2625 96.50
Cuthbert Denico, William Mrs.
'
George Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll | 2.00 Denico, Woodrow
Curry, Richard Poll 1 2.00
Poll Denico, Warren Mrs.
Land and Poll 1 2.00








2.00 house 3000 ' 3000 123.20








machinery 7500 | 9550 ; 343.80 Poll




2.00 place 2100 2100 77.20
24
Name 1 Valu- Total Name I Valu- Total
and Description 1 ation Tax and Description | ation Tax
Deering,
1 Dennis place 2200 2200 81.20
Richard Mrs. , Doner, Charles Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Derby, Clarence Doody, Eva 1
Poll Poll
15a land and 44a land and
buildings 600 buildings 2400 2400 88.40
25a Lancey lot 100 700 27.20 Downs, Benjamin
Derby, Clarence Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Downs,
Derosier, Bernard Benjamin Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Downs, Benjamin
buildings 1800 & Freda
3 cows 330 2130 78.68 Land and
Derosier, buildings 2200
i
Bernard Mrs. Garage 1500 3700 133.20
Poll 2.00 Downing, Arlon
Devoid, Earl Poll
Poll 140a land and
iy2 a land and buildings 3700
buildings 2000 2000 74.00 2 horses 200
Devoid, Earl Mrs. 12 cows 1080
Poll 2.00 2 neat stock 160
Dinagan, Florence 470 fowl 517 5657 205.65
Poll Downing, Arlon Mrs.
Cottage W.P. 2200 2200 90.88 Poll 2.00
Dinagan, Virginia Dovle. Gertrude Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Dickerson, Drawlette, Joseph
Philip Mrs. Est.
Poll 2.00 Land and
Dix, Morgan buildings 200 200 8.08
Land and Dudley, Arthur
buildings 2700 Poll 2.00
Cottage ' 600 Dudley. Arthur Mrs.
Mickelson Poll
cottage 200 Land and
Stock in buildings 2600 2600 95.60
trade 500 Dubois, Joseph
Soldier exempt 1000 3000 121.20 12a land and
Dix, Morgan Mrs. buildings 1500
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 1000 500 18.00
Dixon, Leonard Dubois. Joseph Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Dixon, Leonard Mrs. Dubois, Joe P.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Domina, Frank Land and
Poll buildings 1200
Land on lake 10 10 2.40 1 cow 90 1290 48.44
Domina, Frank Mrs. Dubois, Joe P. Mrs. !
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Dubriel, Alexander
buildings 1900 1900 78.76 Poll
Doner, Charles Henry Harris
Poll
1



























































































































77a home place 2300



























































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Patnode land 25
1 1
place 1000 1800 66.80
Trailer 75
!
1800 64.80 Fassett, Warren Mrs.
Emery, Forrest Mrs. Poll
|
2.00
Poll 2.00 Fairfield, Clarence
Emery, Leon Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Fairfield,
1
Emery, Norris Clarence Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Emery, Norris Mrs. Faulkner, Beatrice
Poll 2.00 Poll
Emery, Bert Mrs. 10a land and
Home place 2300 buildings 700
2 houses 1600 1 horse 40
Bungalow 700 3 cows 200 940 35.84
Robbins house 900 Faulkner, Gilbert L.
Evans house 1000 60a Faulkner
Lafountain Est. 1700
meadow 200 Soldier exempt 1000 700 25.20
Capron meadow 10 6810 245.16 Faulkner, Lester
Evans, Joseph Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1700
Evans, Joseph & 70a Faulkner
Mildred lot 150
Land and 2a Faulkner lot 25
buildings 1600 20a French lot 100
Soldier exempt 1000 600 21.60 10a Faulkner
Fairbanks, George E. lot 40
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1015 36.54
Fairbanks, George Faulkner, Lester Mrs.
E. Mrs Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Faulkner. Olive
Fairbanks, Bertha Poll
S. & George E. Land and
Land and buildings 500 500 20.00
buildings 4000 4000 144.00 Faulkner. Richard
Fairbanks, George N. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Faulkner,
Fantt, Amanda Richard Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00




Poll 2.00 Fifield, Caroll Mrs.
Farina, Adelina Poll 2.00
Poll Fifield, Carroll &
Land and 1 Lena




Poll | 2.00 Poll
Farron, Frank 13-24 int. home
Poll place 1500;
Land and camp 100 100 5.60 1 horse 25'
Fassett, Warren • Stock in trade 3000: 4525 164.90
Poll | Fitzgerald, Laura 1
Land and Poll
j
buildings 800| 5-24 int, home
1
V2 int. Fassett place 5:0 550 21.80
27
Name 1 Valu- Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation 1 Tax







Soldier exempt 1000 300 10.80 place 1200 1200| 45.20
Fitzgerald, Frazier, Alfred Mrs.
Vincent Mrs. PoU 2.00








Land and Soldier exempt 70
buildings 900
1
900| 34.40 Frazier, Charles




Poll | 2.00 lot 400
Flanders, Leslie 76a Stanley
Poll lot 500
Garfield cottage Trask meadow 10
W.P. 800 60a Capron 1
Lot A 8 100; lot 120
Lot and cottage 5 horses 750 4180 150.48
S. C. 75 975 41.08 Frazier, Charles Mrs.
Flanders, Leslie Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Frazier, Fred & Son
Flint, Alanson 54a Whitcomb
Poll lot 325
1
Land and Mills and
1
buildings 2600 machinery 700
!
1025 36.90
35 fowls 39 2639 97.00 Freeman, Henry 1
1
Flint. Alanson Mrs. Poll I 2.00
Poll Freeman, Henry Mrs. 1
Fontaine, Edward Poll 1
Land and Land and 1"
buildings 600 buildings 160C ; i6oo 59.60
Soldier exempt 6001 French, Arthur Mrs. 1
Fontaine, Poll
1 !
Edward Mrs. 1 4a land and
1
1
Poll | 2.00 buildings 3300 | 330O I 135.32
Forsyth, Fred I French, Douglas
1
I
35a Perham L. Richard's | 1
land 225! 225 : 8.10 place 230C1 2300 1 82.80
Forsythe, Fred Mrs. French, Douglas Mrs. 1 I
Poll Poll 1 f 2.00
17a land and French, Walter 1 !





Royea place 1 1 cow 10C>| 300 12.80
P.G.P. 900 ! 900 32.40 Frieze, Fred I
Fosburg, Gale Mrs. 1 Poll i ! 2.00









Land and | i
Poll 2.00 buildings 220C)| 2200 | 81.20
Fowler, Oscar 1 Frieze, Gus 1
Poll ! 2.00 Poll i ! 2.00
Fowler, Oscar Mrs. Frieze, Gus, Mrs. I I
Poll | 2.00 Poll 1 1
28
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
l%a land and buildings 250
buildings 1800 1800 66.80 3 horses 450
Freihofer, Charles 2 cows 220 920 35.12
Poll Gerald, Fred Mrs.
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 900 Gerrior, Georgianna
Lots 24-26 Poll 2.00
P.G.P. 100 Gerrior, John
Bid. lot (Troy Struther cot-
road) 100 1100 42.04 tage 300
Freihofer, Soldier exempt 300
Charles Mrs. Golden Rod Grange
Poll 2.00 Land and
Fred, Walter buildings 1-00 1500 54.00
Poll 2.00 Goodale, Jennie
Fred. Walter Mrs. 30a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1600 1600 57.60
Fulford, Archie Goodale.
Poll 2.00 Richard Mrs.
Fulford, Ruby Poll
Poll 2.00 Goodale, Robert
Gaillaretz, Poll
George Mrs. 1 horse 50 50 3.80
Poll 2.00 Goodale, Robert Mrs.
Garmalo, Joe Poll 2.00
Poll Goodblood. Fred
Land and Land and
buildings 3000 1 buildings 1100
1 horse 60 3060 112.16 Soldier exempt 1000 100 3.60
Garmalo, Joe Mrs. Goodblood, Fred Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Garmalo, Stanley Goodell, Agnes Mrs.
Poll Poll
Homeplace 1700 Land and l
Store bid. 1200 buildings 1200 1200 45.20
Emerson farm 1100 Goodell, Chester
2V2a wood lot 25 Poll 2.00
Bid. lot Winchester Goodell, Carroll
St. W.S. 400 Poll
I
Stock in trade 3500 7925 287.30 30a Harper lot 150'
Garmalo, Patterson lot 20'
Stanley Mrs. 1 vehicle 300 470' 18.92
Poll 2.00 Goodell, Carroll Mrs.
'
1
Gaoutte, Calvin Poll I 2.00
Lot 86 P.G.P. 100 100 3.60 Goodell, Harry !
Gaoutte, Napoleon 70a land and 1
Lot 84 and buildings 2800' 2800 100.80
bid. 1100 Goodell, i
Soldier exempt 1000 i 100 3.60 Elizabeth Mrs. 1
Garnett, Earl Poll
!
Poll 2.00 8a Johnson I
Garnett, Earl Mrs. place 400' t
Poll 2.00 la cottage 75'
'












Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Elizabeth Miss Goyette, George Mrs. 1
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00




Poll house 1000 1000 38.00













Camp W.P. 150 2350 96.94





















60a Handy lot 300
1
buildings 1700 1700 61.20
10a meadow 150 Grant, Edith Mrs.
25a Crossett lot 150 Poll
Cottage 250 H. Whitcomb
42a Talbot lot 50 place 25O0 2500 92.00
2 horses 250
|







buildings 1300 1300 54.52
1 cow 110 i
1
Grandin, Robert Mrs.






















man lot 15Cf| 34501 126.20 Poll
Goodnow, John Mrs. !
I
Home place 1600 . 1
Poll 1 2.00 Cottage 300 1900 70.40




V2 a, land and 1 1 Grover, Louis
buildings HOC)| 1100! 41.60 Poll
Gordon,
1
Home place 500 1
Lawrence Mrs. i Cottage 500 | 1000 38.00














Land and 1 Grover, Robert 1
buildings 200()| 2000 74.00 Poll 1
2.00
30
Name | Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Grover, Robert Mrs. Poll 1 2.00









buildings 1300 Hall, Carl
j
5% a Metcalf Poll 2.00
land 200 1500 56.00 Hall, Carl Mrs.
I
Grover, Reginald Mrs. Poll
|
2.00
Poll 2.00 Hall, Martin G.
!
Guillow, Chester Poll 2.00
G. Higgins 1 Hale, John D. 1
place 1500 Poll
Soldier exempt 1000 500 18.00 Land and
1
Guillow, Chester Mrs. buildings 500 500' 20.00




Poll 1 2.00 Hale, Walter
!
Guyette, Donald Mrs. 82a land and
1
Poll 2.00 buildings 1700
I
Guyette, George Mrs. 20a Ballou lot 50
1
Poll 2.00 20a Lane lot 40
!Guyette, Joe 10a Nelson lot 100
Poll 12a Williams lot 200
!
Land and 60a Whitcomb !
buildings 675 lot 200
!
38a Atkinson lot 175 2 horses 40
|
54a Cummings 5 cows 550 2880 103.68
lot 100 Hale, Edwin Mrs.
7a Stoodard lot 50 Poll
7a Collier lot 15 Land and
7a Freeman- buildings 2200
Cummings lot 20 \ 16a Lot on Rabbit !
1 vehicle 300 Hollow Road 150
!
Stock in trade 300 25a W. Ballou !
Mills and lot 270
I
machinery 300 1935! 71.66 la Pine lot 10 I
Guvette, Joe Mrs.
1
20a Carpenter lot 40
I
Poll 11a Bolles place 800 !
Guyette, Joseph Jr. 2 horses 150 1
Mrs. 1 5 cows 575
|
2a land and 150 fowl 165 4360' 158.96
buildings 2000 2000 72.00 Hale, Willard 1
Guymond, Alfred 25a W. Ballou I
Poll 2.00 lot 270 !
Guvmond, Alfred Mrs. Una Ballou 1
Poll 2.00 land 550'
1




134a land and 1 cow 120'
!
buildings 4000 Soldier exempt 1000 40' 1.44
2 horses 250 Hslev, Irene
1
16 cows 1875 6125 222.50 Poll ' 2.00
Hackler, J. M. Mrs. H^ks, John
1
Poll 2.00 Poll ! 2.00
Hackler, H. Leroy Mrs. Hanks, John Mrs.
1
31
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00 buildings 2300 2300 84.80
Hamel, Darius Hanrahan, John Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Hanrahan, M. &
buildings 700 700 30.28 Kathryn
Hamel, Darius Mrs. 140a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 2500 2500 90.00
Hamel, Thomas Hanrahan, Kathryn
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 900 900 32.40 Hanrahan, Martin
Hamel, Thomas Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll Hanrahan, Walter
Lots 8-9 P.G.P. 140 140 7.66 Land and
Hammond, Archie buildings 2200
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1200 43.20
Handy, Arthur Hanrahan, Walter
Poll Mrs.
101a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2200 Hanson, Walter
32a Munsell lot 60 Poll 2.00
1 horsf* 50 2310 85.16 Hanson, Walter Mrs.
Handy. Percy Poll
Poll Cottage P.G.P. 600 600 26.24
2 horses 200 200 9.20 Harris, Edwin Mrs.
Hindy, Frank E. Land and
125a land and buildings 2600
buildings 3300 3300 118.80 Lots 73-75
H^ndy, James Mrs. P.G.P. 140 2740 1 110.70
%a land and ' Harris, Lester
buildings 2400 2400 86.40 Poll 1
Hnnley, Nellie Mrs. V8 int. Conboy
Poll pasture 100 100 5.60
Land and Harris, R. E. Mrs.
buildings 700 700 27.20 Poll 2.00
Handy, Wayland Harvey, Orren Mrs.
Poll 50a Ware
Land and pasture 100 100 3.60
buildings 1500 Haselton, Ernest
White lot 125 I 1625 60.50 Land and
Hanna, Edward Mrs. buildings 600
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 600
Hanna, Edward Jr. . Haskins, Leon •
Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Haskins, Leon Mrs.
Hanna, Charles Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Havenstein, Arnold
Hanrahan, James Land and
53a land and buildings 1200
buildings 2300 Stock in trade 150 1350 48.60
1 cow 90 Havenstein, Arnold
1 neat stock 90 2480 89.28 Mrs.
Hanrahan, James Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Health, Ralph
Hanrahan, John Poll
Poll Land and
Land and buildings 800
32
Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
J
Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
1 COW 110 910 34.76 Poll 2.00
Hebert, Theodore Mrs. Hills. Clifton
Poll Poll
Land and Land and
buildings 1500 buildings 1500!
Soldier's wife 5a meadow 25' 1525 56.90
exempt 1000
|










3400 139.36 buildings 2850
1
Henkel, August Mrs. 2M>a Taylor land 40
1
Poll 2.00 11a Land and
1
Hewes. Charles Est. Garage 850
'
Land and Hall 600 :
buildings 1900 Ozro Bolles
Part of Goodell place 1900'
!
farm 400 1 horse 20'
Bears Den lot 100 1 cow 75 6335 228.06
Land in Dist. Holbrook. Bertha
No. 8 20 2420 87.12 Poll 1 2.00
Hebert, Yvonne Holbrook. George Dr.
I
Poll 2.00 :! ( a land and
Hewett, Grace buildings 2000 2000'
Poll Holbrook, George Mrs.'
2a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 3100 Holbrook, Leonard
12a Spring lot 300 Poll
30a Perham lot 100 3500 143.40 90a land and
Hewett, Edwin buildings 1900
Poll 2.00 40a Stratton lot 125
Higgins, George 16a Collier lot 40 2065 76.34
Poll Holbrook, Leonard
Bigelow lot 200 200 9.20 Mrs.




2 lots S. L. & Poll
Bid. 500 500 20.00 Land and
Higgins, William buildings 2100 2100 77.60
%a land and Holbrook. Peter
buildings 665 Poll
12a Leonard Cottage 1000 1000 38.00
meadow 170 Holbrook. Peter Mrs. '




V2& Emery land 701 925 33.30 buildings 1200 1200 45.20
Higgins, William Mrs. Holbrook, Wayne
Poll 2.00 Poll
High, Grace S. 30a land and
Poll buildings 800
Land and 12a Holbrook lot 651 -
buildings 4500 4500 164.00 30a Holbrook lot 150'
Hildreth, William 14a Gage lot 25
Poll 2.00 48a French lot 150!
Hildreth, William 47a Maslen lot 65'
Mrs. 87a Coombs lot ICO
33
Name I Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ] ation Tax and Description ation Tax
30a Holmes lot 100
1
6a Small cottage 800
11a Verry lot 25
1
8 camps &
1 horse 50 garage 800 2800] 115.12
1 cow 100
1
1630 60.68 Hornig, Godhart Mrs.
Holton, Sadie Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll | 2.00 Hubbard, Leroy
Houghton, Jerome Poll |
Land and Stipeck place 2200
1
buildings 1000 Cottage near race
j
Soldier exempt 1000| track 100
Houghton, Jerome 225 fowl 248! 2548; 93.73
Mrs. Hubbard, Leroy Mrs.
j j
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Houlton, Margaret Hubbard, Rex D.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Hood, Bert Land and
Poll cottage 300 300 12.80
Land and Hubbard, Rex D. Mrs. J
buildings 2600 Poll 2.00
6a Russell Huesing, Fred 1
mowing 300 Poll 2.00
1 horse 50 Huesing, Fred Mrs.
2 cows 220 Poll 2.00
1 neat 'stock 125 Hunt. Eugene Mrs.





Homestead Woolen 2 horses 225
Mills 2 cows 200
Garage and 1 neat stock 100 525 20.00
house 80001 Hurd. Albert Mrs.
Redmond Poll 2.00
cottage 2200| Hurd, Henry
Peabodv house 4000 j Poll 2.00
Lodge 1200| Ide, Arthur
New cottage 2200] Poll 2.00
Thompson Ide, Muriel 1
cottage 480O| Poll 2.00
Stock in Ide, William I. 1
trade 100,000] Poll 1
Mills and Land and I
machinery 120,000 242400 ,8726.40 buildings 1800 ] 1800| 66.80
Hookins, A. W. Dr. | Ide, William I. Mrs. I













7a meadow 200 1 Poll [ !
Stock in trade 30C 1 4500 ] 164.00 73a land and
Hopkins, Grace Mrs. I 1 buildings 1800





Hornig, Godhart I Poll | ]
2.00
Poll Jardine, Bernard
Roadside stand 1200 1 J. Coughlin
34
Name 1 Valu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description ] ation Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
place 2000
|
2000 72.00 buildings 2200
Jardine, Bernard Mrs. 3 cows 275 2475 91.10
Poll 2.00 Johnston, George
Jardine, David Mrs. Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Jardine, James Jones, Carroll
Poll Poll
Whitney house 2300 Thompson
Meade lot 300 cottage 5000 5000 182.00
Gravel bank 200
j
2800 102.80 Jones, Carroll Mrs.
Jardine, James Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Jones, David Mrs.
Jardine, Victor Poll 2.00
Poll James, David
Land and Poll
buildings 1300 1300 48.80 Land and
Jardine, Victor Mrs. buildings 1600 1600 59.60
Poll 2.00 Jones, Edgar R.
Jardine, Wilfred Mrs. Land and
Land and buildings 900 900 32.40
buildings 1500
I
1500 54.00 Jones, Edgar R. Mrs.
Jarvis, Nellie Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Jordan, Clement
Jeffrey, James Poll
Poll Cottage W. P. 600 600 26.24
Land and Joslyn, Clarence
buildings 1800 1800 74.72 Poll
Jeffrey, James Mrs. Ha land and
Poll 2.00 Cottage 125 125 66.50
Jefts, Carl E. Joslyn. Clarence Mrs.
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 400 Joslyn, Daisy
Soldier exempt 400 Poll
Jefts, Carl E. Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 500
Jefts, Russell Land Cobble Hill 10 510 20.36
Land and Joslyn. Edmund
buildings 300 300 10.80 Poll 2.00
Jefts. Russell Mrs. Joslyn, Edmund Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Johnson, Henry 3a land and
Poll camp 200 200 9.20
34a land and Joslyn, Everett
buildings 1000 Poll
2 cows 180 la land and
1136 fowl 1250 3330 121.88 camp 75 75 4.70
Johnson, Henry Mrs. Joslyn, Howard
Poll 2.00 Poll
Johnson, William Mrs. Land and
Poll cottage 200 200 9.20
Land and Kaiser, Henry
1
buildings 2400 Pitcher cottage 1600 !
Snow lot 100 2500 92.00 3 building lots 400'
Johnston, George Soldier exempt 1000 1000 40.40
Poll Kaiser, Henry Mrs.
Land and Poll 2.00
35
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Karr, Dana Poll |
|
Poll Home place 900|
4a land and Cottage 700 •
buildings 350 350 14.60 Garage 200
Karr, Dana Mrs. Bid. lot 100 1900 70.40
Poll
J
2.00 Keniston, Theodore i
i
Kapilof, Max Poll | 2.00




400 fowl 440 4940 177.84 Land and
|
Kapilof, Max Mrs. buildings and
]
Poll 2.00 cabins 2600 2600 107.04
Kelley, Carl Kendall, Will H. |
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1600 Kendall, Will H. Mrs.
|






Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kellev, Mary C. Kershaw, Joseph &
Poll 2.00 Helen M.
Kelley, Robert Home place 2800
Poll 2.00 Bishop house 2700
Kelley, Robert Mrs. Bolt place 3000
Poll 2.00 40a Hutchins lot 100 8600 347.00
Kelley, Thomas J. Kershaw, Joseph
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2500 Kershaw, Joseph
3 cows 300 2£00 100.80 Mrs.
Kelley, Thomas J. Poll 2.00
Mrs. Kershaw, Joseph Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kendrick, Herbert Kersis, Frank
Poll Poll
8a land and 12a land and
buildings 1500 1500 58.00 buildings 200 200 9.20
Kennedy, Robert Kibbe, Carlton
Poll Poll
Land and Land and
buildings 1600 1600 59.60 buildings 2000 2000 74.00
Kennedy, Robert Mrs. Kibbe, Carlton Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Albert Kibbe, Maynard
Poll 47a land and
Land and buildings 2700
buildings 800 6 cows 600
Backus place 100 i 900 34.40 1 neat stock 90 3390 122.04
Kenney, Albert Mrs. Kibbe, Maynard Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Fred Kimball, Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Harlan Mrs. Kimball, Fred Mrs.
Poll | 2 00 Poll
2.00




1000 36.00 15a Lafountain
Kenney, Mary
1
I lot 50 | 50 | 3.80
36
Name 1 Valu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
Kingsbury, Harry buildings 400
Mrs. Lot S. Lake 50 450 18.20
Poll 2.00 Laffond, Fred Mrs.
Kingsbury, Leslie Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Lafountain, Arthur G.
Kingsbury, Maud Poll 2.00
Mrs. Lajimoniere, Albert
Poll Poll 2.00
Lots 5-6-7 & Laiimoniere, Leona
bid. 900 900 38.36 Poll
Kirker, William Cottage W. P. 600 600 26.24
Poll 2.00 Lambert, Wilfred
Kirker, William Mrs. Poll
Poll 2.00 Whittemore
Knight, Fred house 600 600 23.60
Land and Lambert, Wilfred
buildings 400 400 16.16 Mrs.
Kuntz, George Poll 2.00
Poll Lamoureaux, Robert
Land and Poll
buildings 1100 1100 46.44 Geo. Kenney
Kuntz, George Mrs. house 1700 1700 70.68
Poll 2.00 Lamoureaux, Robert
Labounty, Joseph Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Lamoinen, John Mrs.
buildings 800 800 30.80 Poll 2.00
Labounty, Joseph Mrs. Lane. Emma Mrs. '
Poll 2.00 Land and 1
Labarge, Fred buildings 4400 4400 158.40
Poll 2.00 Lane, Ralph
Labarge, Fred Mrs. Poll
Poll 2.00 Lots 77-79 P.G.P. 100 100 6.04
Labell, William Lane, Zora
Poll Poll 2.00
5 cows 500 Lane. Chester E.
1
1 neat stock 85 585 23.06 Poll
'
Labell, William Mrs. 4a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1700 1700 63.20
Lacharite, Elcide Lane. Raymond L. i
Poll 4a land and
i
Land and buildings 3500
buildings 2300 2300 84.80 64a Shoddy lot 250
Lacharite, Elcide Mrs. 12a Sprout lot 25
Poll 2.00 49a Wright lot 300
Laffond, James 30a Fuller lot 100
!
Poll 2.00 16a Stone lot 30
'
Laffond, James Mrs. 150a Ward lot 300
Poll 1 horse 60 4565 164.34
Land and Lane. Raymond L.
buildings 2100 2100 77.60 Mrs.
|












Name Valu- 1 Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation J Tax
Lane, Kenneth P. Soldier's wife
1
Mrs. exempt 800 2.00
Poll | 2.00 Lancey, William Mrs.
I
Line, Russell Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Landers, Edwin
Lane, Russell Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1000
Lane, C. L. Co. Soldier exempt 1000
95a Nancy Hale Landers, Edwin Mrs.
lot 200 Poll 2.00
9 9a Murphy lot 200 Lang, Carroll Mrs. ,
30a Holbrook lot 60 Poll 2.00
85a Wilcox lot 500 Langill, William
110a Belding Ware Poll 2.00
lot 1600 Langill, William Mrs.
24a Williams lot 250 Poll 2.00
58a Henry Taylor Lankhurst, John J.
lot 300 Mrs.
100a Holbrook Poll
lot 200 Fred Barlow
12a Ramsdell lot 30 place 1900
40a Bullard lot 80 Soldier's wife
20a L. Stone lot 45 exempt 1000 900 34.40
26a Streeter lot 100 Laplant, Eugene
66a Read & Hale Poll
lot 200 %a land and
25a Whitcomb & buildings 300|
• Lane lot 110 Bailey lot 100| 400 16.40
248a Oliver Hill Laplant, Eugene Mrs. I
'
lot 500 Poll 2.00
219a Bald Hill Laplant, Frank |
lot 500 Poll ! 2.00
1481a Troy Hill Laplant, Helen
lot 3800 Poll 2.00
19a Ramsdell Laplant, Ernest
Wetmore lot 100 Poll | 2.00
57a Williams Laooint, Louis
Colony lot 500 Poll
110a Hamblett I
1 Land and
Colony lot 300 buildings 900 1 900 38.36
31a Dickinson Laooint, Louis Mrs. |
Colony lot 300 Poll I 2.00
New house 800 Lavigne, John & 1
14a Gravel bank 300 Ruth
5 houses E. S. 4500 i Brooks cot-
Shed & Store tage W.P. 700|
house 1200 Soldier exempt 700
1
Stock in trade 3000 Lavigne, John Mrs.
Mills and Poll 2.00
machinery 1200 ! 20825 ' 749.70 Lavigne, Randolph |
Langelier, Celia Mrs. Nims cottage 1100|
Poll 1 2.00 Soldier exempt 1000 1 100 4.04
Lane, Howard Mrs. Lawrence, Lucy Mrs. 1
Poll Poll ! ! 2.00






Name | Valu- Total Name 1 Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description 1 ation Tax
C. Dunn place 1800 Poll












LeClair, Francis I i Lewis, Herman
2% a Hall place 3400
j
3400 122.40 Poll
LeClair, Francis Mrs. i 40a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1000
LeClair, Mary G. 1 cow 90
Poll 2.00 1 neat stock 100
Lehrman, H. J. 80 fowl 88 12781 48.01
Poll L°wis, Herman Mrs.
5a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2400 2400 88.40 Lswis, Harold
Lehrman, H. J. Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Lewis, Harold Mrs.
Lehrman, Carl Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Lincoln, Frank
Lehrman, Carl Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1800
Lefebvre, Oliver 2 : 2 a mowing 140 1940' 69.84
Poll Lincoln, Leroy
3 a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 350 350 14.60 Lincoln, Leroy Mrs.
Lefebvre, Oliver Mrs. Poll 1 2.00
Poll 2.00 Little. Joe
Lemieur, Clifton Poll
Poll 2.00 23a land and
Leonard, Clesson buildings 1800
Poll 15a sprout land 100
Land and 6a meadow 25
buildings 1500 1500 56.00 Whitcomb




Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Leonard, Ray Little. Joseph Jr. Mrs. 1
Land and Poll 1 2.00
buildings 1600
1
1600 57.60 Little, Peter
Leonard, Ray Mrs. 1 Poll ' 2.00
Poll
1 Little, Peter Mrs.
Bid. and lot 200 200 9.20 Poll 2.00




buildings 1000 1000 40.40 buildings 400 400' 14.40
Lenisto, Arthur Mrs. 1 1 Long. Lemuel Mrs. 1
Poll 2.00 Land and
Leslie. James buildings 1800' 1800! 64.80
Land and Longchamp. Wilfred f
buildings 1200! Poll |
1 2.00
Bid. lot 1001 Longchamp.
Soldier exempt 1000 3001 10.80 Wilfred Mrs.
Leslie, James Mrs.
! Poll ! 2.00
































Mackenzie, R. W. E.
Poll
Mackenzie,




















































































37a Atkinson lot 100]






































































































1 neat stock 100
55 fowl 60






































































































































75' 1275 ' 47.90
1500 1500 54.00
41
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
l^a land and 1 cow 90 1 5890 214.04
buildings 3000 Nikiforakis,
2a land and George Mrs.
shop 900| Poll | 2.00
5a Snow land 235 Normandy, Edward
x/2 a Bungalow 1700| 5835 210.06 Land and
Nash, Don buildings and
Poll cabins 3500 3500 126.00
Land and { Nichols, Herbert B.
buildings 2300| Land and
610 fowl 670 2970 108.92 buildings 1400 1400 50.40
Nash, Don Mrs. Nichols, Herbert
Poll 2.00 B. Mrs.
Nash, Eldridge Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Naugler, Robert Mrs.
Nash, Eldridge Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Oakman, Walter
Nash, William Land and
Poll buildings 2100
34a land and Cottage S.L. 1400
buildings 2000 2000 74.00 4a meadow 160
Nash, William Mrs. 60a Ball lot 100j 3760 135.36
Poll 2. 00 Oakman, Katherine
Nash. Robert Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 O'Brien, Carl
Nash, George Poll
Poll Land and
la land and buildings 10001 1000 38.00
buildings 25 25 2.90 O'Brien, Carl Mrs.
Nash, Pearl Poll 2.00
Poll O'Brien, Evelyn
Luella Howard Poll 4 2.00
house 2500 2500 92.00 O'Brien, Leon
Nash, Raymond Mrs. 1 horse 50
Poll 2.00 1 cow 125
Naosey, Catherine 1 neat stock 90
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 265
Newell, John O'Brien, Leon Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Newell, James G. O'Brien, Eda
Poll 2.00 Poll | 2.00
Nims. Everett Olmstead, Wesley
Poll Poll 2.00
4a land and Olmstead,
buildings 380 Wesley Mrs.
Roadside stand 300 Poll I 2.00
2 cows 200 Osgood, Charles
1 neat stock 90 Lot 54 and
110 fowl 120 1090 41.24 bid. P.G.P. 4001 400 16.16
Nims, Everett Mrs. Overlan, John
Poll 2.00 Poll | 2.00
Nikiforakis, George Overlan, John Mrs.
Poll Poll j 2.00
45a land and Ollis, Luke
buildings 2300 Cottage West-,






















69a Hill pasture 340'
7a Blake lot 45
1


















































































































































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
100a Twitchell Pereault, Ludger Mrs.
lot 100 1500 56.00 Poll 2.00
Paquette, Neree Mrs. Pereault, Lillian
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Paquette, Joseph Perry, Harry
Poll 2.00 Poll
Peabody, Ben 20a sprout land 85
Poll 2.00 18a Forbush lot 85
Peabody, Ben Mrs. Mill property 500 670 26.12
Poll 2.00 Perry, Harry Mrs.
Pelletier, L. A. Poll
Poll Land and
la land and buildings 2000 2000 74.00
buildings 2000 2000 82.80 Perry, Arthur
Pelletier, L. A. Mrs. Poll
Poll 2.00 12a land and
Pelletier, Lester buildings 4000
Land and 7a Jaffrey place 1800
buildings 2300 Cottage S. L. 300




Poll 2.00 pasture 1000
Pelletier, Clarence Frazier land 50
Mrs. 4 cows 400
Poll 2.00 1 neat stock 100
Pelletier, Romain 2214 fowl 2435
Poll 2.00 Stock in trade 600 10770 389.72
PeUerin, Alice Perrv, Arthur Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
Bert Hodge Perrv. David
place 500 500 22.20 Poll
1
Pelkey. Arthur J. Land and
Hopkins place 2500 buildings 1700 1700 63.20
Soldier exempt 1000 1500 54.00 Pe^rv. David Mrs.
Pelkev, Arthur J. Poll 2.00
Mrs. Perrv Ernest
Poll 2.00 Poll ! 2.00
Pendleton, Wallace Perrv, Herman
Poll Poll
Land and 175a land and
buildings 2700 2700 99.20 buildings 2200
Pendleton, Wallace 57a Whitcomb &
Mrs. Perry lot 200
1
Poll 2.00 200a Corliss lot 375
Percival Mabel 2 horses 200
Land and 7 cows 630
buildings 2500 2500 101. 00 1 neat stock 90
Perham, Fred Mills and
Poll machinery 300 ! 3995 145.82
Stock in trade 2100 2100 77.60 Perrv, Herman Mrs.
Perham, Fred Mrs. Poll
*-• 2.00
Poll 2.00 Phair, Hanford
Pereault, Ludger Poll 2.00
Land and Phair, Hanford Mrs.
buildings 1600 Poll 2.00






























































































































































Lots 74-76-78 and '
bid. 1700'























Name 1 Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation Tax
builaings 2800
J
buildings 1400 1400; 52.40
Bid. lot S. lake 200
j
Read, Karl Mrs. |
7a River land 200
1




Poll | 2.00 Poll 2.00
Purrington, Richard Reed, Sam
Poll | 2.00 IV2 a land and




Poll | 2.00 Poll
Putnam, Marshall 16a land and
Poll buildings 2000'
Land and 1 cow 100 2100
i
77.60
buildings 1800 Reynolds, Albert Mrs.
2 cows 220 Poll 2.00














21a land and exemnt 1000 1900 70.40
buildings 600 Rhoads, Ora Mrs.
2a railway land 10 610 23.96 Land and
Putnam, Willard buildings 2000 2000 72.00
Poll 2.00 Rice, George
Pyne, Ernest Poll
7 xk a land and la Wheeler land
buildings 1800 and cottage 100
Cottage 500
j
1 horse 50 150 7.40
Soldier exempt 1000 1 1300 46.80 Rice, Carroll
Ramsdell, Bertha Poll
Poll Land and
Land and buildings 1100 ' 1100 41.60
buildings 2100; Rice, Carroll Mrs.
Cottage 900! 3000 j 110.00 Poll 2.00




Ramsay, Charles Rice, Harry Mrs.
Poll Poll 1 2.00
Land and Rice, Raymond 1
buildings 2800 Poll
j






Garage bids. 1600 1
1
5% a land and Stock in trade 200 | 2350 | 86.60







2.00 buildings 2200 | 2200 ! 79.20
Raymond, Frank Richardson, David ;
Poll i
i
2.00 Poll 1 2.00
Raymond, Frank Mrs. Richardson, David i
Poll 2.00 Mrs.
Read, Karl Poll 1 . 2.00
Poll Richardson, Eugene i




Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation 1 Tax and Description ation Tax
17a land and 1 Rinta, Walter
buildings 1900 32a land and
1 cow 100 2000 74.00 buildings 700
Richardson, Eugene Soldier exempt- 700
Mrs. Rinta, Walter Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Richardson, Bernice Rixford, Henry Mrs.
Mrs. Land and
Poll buildings 2200 2200 79.20
Lots 20-21 cottage Rixford, Arthur
W. P. 1200 Poll 2.00
Lot No. 18 & bid. 400 Rixford, Arthur Mrs.




4 horses 400 buildings 600
Soldier's wife 35a Hunt lot 200
exempt 1000 1400 58.56 18a Talbot let 100 900 34.40
Ridley, Ernest Mrs. Robb, Fred
Land and Poll
buildings 500 500 18.00 Land and
Ridley, Edwin
"
building 10DO 1000 38.00
%a land and Robb, Fred Mrs.
buildings 1300 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 1000 300] 10.80 Robb. Walter
Ridley, Edwin Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 300
Ridlev, Kenneth Cottage 100 •100 14.40
Poll Robinson, Cecil
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 900' Robinson, Cecil Mrs.
Store bldg. 1600 2500 92.00 Poll 2.00
Ridlev, Kenneth Mrs. Robbins, Hattie Mrs.
'
Poll 2.00 Poll
Riendeau, Jesse Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1400
Riendeau, Jesse Mrs. Whipple place 900 2300 84. r
Poll 2.00 Robbins. Jefferson &
Riley, Earl Jennie 1
Poll Land and
AYza Magee buildings 900
place 1900 1900: 70.40 113a Phillips lot 500' !
Riley, Earl Mrs. Swanzey Lake
Poll 2.00 Heights 450 1
Riley, Kathleen Soldier exempt 1000 850' 30.60
Poll 2.00 Robbins, Jefferson
'




Rines, Grover Mrs. Robbins. George
1
Poll J 2.00 Land and !
Rines, Ralph buildings 600 600 21 . 60 '
Lane lot 25' Robbins. George Mrs. *
1 horse 125; Poll
1
2.00
1 cow 100' Robbins. Ellsworth & !
Soldier exempt 250' Vivian
!
Rines, Ralph Mrs. Lot 12 & bid
!
Poll | 2.00 W. P. 1400
47
Name 1 Valu- I Total Name Valu- Total
and Description | ation f Tax and Description ation Tax
Lot No. 9 150 1550! 62.62 Roy, Leonard Mr. &
Robbins, Ellsworth Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Land and
Robbins, Ellsworth buildings 2300
J
Mrs. %a Handy
Poll mowing 150 2450 88.20
1 horse 751 75 4.70 Roy, Leonard
Roberts, Ralph E. Poll | 2.00
Poll Roy, Leonard Mrs.
W. Whitcomb Poll 2.00
place 1500; Ruffles, Edward Mrs.
j
20a Whitcomb Poll |
land 100; 1600 59.60 Land and









Poll 2.00 Grace Hanna
Rogers, Earl Mrs. Land and
Poll | 2.00 buildings 5500! 5500 198.00
Rogers, Edgar Russell, George T.
Poll 2.00 Poll j
Rogers, Edgar Mrs. 56a Capron
Poll 2.00 pasture 5O0|
Rolf, James 100a Stratton pine !
Poll lot 300!
Gerald Lafountain 55a Pond lot 125
j
house 600 600 23.60 80a Stratton &
Rolf, James Mrs. Reed lot 20OJ
Poll 2.00 15a Dickinson lot 50
1
Rollins, William 105a Hanrahan
Poll lot 300 1475 55.10
la land and Russell, Charles
buildings 900 Poll 2.00
475 fowl 522 ' 1422 Rutter, Bessie
Rollins, William Mrs. 1 Poll
































30a home place 4900
Poll 1 | 2.00 30a near Graves






Soldier exempt 1000 i 50C ! 18.00 lot 250
Ross, James Mrs. 1 ] Stone meadow 75 1i




Name 1 Valu- Total Name Valo- Total
and Description 1 ation Tax and Description | ation Tax
1 vehicle 500 5900 214.40 Seaver, Chester Mrs.
Safford, Perley Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Seaver, Emma
Safford, Franklin 1 horse 40 40 1.44
Poll Seaver. Phyllis
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 8000 Seaver Harriet
4 Ms meadow 70 8070 292.52 Poll 2.00
Safford, Franklin S bastian, Leon
Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 : '.:
Sanderson, Nathan 2.00




Land and stock in ta 400 3200 131
buildings 1500 1500 00
Saunders. Charles Poll 2 00
ADDlin place 2000 2000 72.00
Sarsfield, Jame and
Land and buildings 800 800 28 80
buildings 2100 2100 rt, Leo
Sarsi'ield. Martin
Mrs. 1200
Poll 2 1 R .1
Savory, Lillian
Poll .300
Land and 500 5800







Land and Si]-. B rry
buildings 2300 B4
Schnyer, George Mrs.





m 90 2865 10"
place 900 Sih
Soldier exempt 900 Poll 2.00
Schuck. Albert Mrs. Maude
Poll 2.00 Land and •
Scribner, Ivan bulldln ifoo
Poll Meadow 10
Land and Soldier's wkh
buildings 2800 2800 102.80 mpt iooo 810 29.16
Scribner, Ivan Mrs. 1 Simeneau, (
Poll 2.00 Pol]
Seaver, Chester Simeneau, Carl Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Sloan. J. Richard




Total Name Valu- I Total
anil 1 >> s. i ij>tion at ion | Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Sloan, J, R. & Poll 2.00
i izabetta a. Smith, Lilla
1
H W iTd place 1000 1000 40.40 Poll 2.00
Small. E. S. Snelling, Everett
P 2.00 Land and
Small, E. S. m buildings 1300 13001 46.80
Snelling, Everett Mrs.
1
i a and and Poll l 2.00






la home place 2600
• land and 2a Rice place 1900|




Poll 2.00 45a pine lot 600;
Smith. Clarence Mrs. 12a Marcy lot 400' 7400 268.40
P 2.00 Sparhawk, William
Smith, Lena aft Mrs.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and Spear, Charles
buildings 1200 1200 45.20 Poll
smith. Myrtle Land and
Land and buildings 300 300 12.80
buildings "00 Spear, Charles Mrs.




i md and Land and
buildings 900 900 38.36 buildings 1600 1600 59.60
Smith. John D. Mrs. Spring, Roland Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Smith. Clifton Starkey, Gladys
Poll Poll
Camp 50 50 3.80 210a land and
Smith. Cassius buildings 2800 2800 102.80
Poll 2.00 Stanton. Robert
Smith. Halsey Poll 2.00
Land and Steadman, Elsie
buildings 1500 Land and
Soldier exempt 1000 500 18.00 buildings 400 400 14.40
Smith. Halsey Mrs. Stenhenson. Carlon
Poll Poll
Smith. Robert Sr. Land and
Poll buildings 700 700 |
27.20
Land and 1 1 Stephenson. Carlon
buildings 1000 1000 38.00 Mrs.




2.00 Poll I 2.00
Smith. Robert Jr. Stevens, Hanson 1
Poll 2.00 Poll
Smith. Thomas 1 Pelletier cottage 1
Poll
1
W. P. 1600 | 1600 ! 66.64
Land and St. John, Arthur
|

















6a Hunt and Fisher 1 cow 90 190 8.84
land 20
|
1620 60.32 Stowell, Charles Mrs.
St. John, Arthur Mrs. Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and
Stoddard, Arthur buildings 1000 1000 38.00
Poll 2.00 Stccdley, Roland
Stoddard, Etta Mrs. Land and
Poll buildings 1100
Land and Soldier exempt 1000 100 3.60
buildings 1500
;
i5oo 56.00 Stoodley, Roland Mrs.
Stone, Dwight S. Poll 2.00
2a home place 4500 Stratton, George
231a farm 3800 Land and
50a John Stone buildings 1900
pasture 300 Holbrook place 1400
Pa Taft lot 50 3 horses 175 3475 125.10
60a Moran Fisher Stratton, George Mrs.
lot 450 Poll
40a Crouch & 5 cows 500 500 20.00
Bailey lot 150 Strack, Henry
100a Dickinson Poll
lot 100 Cottage W. P. 800 800 34.32
90a Maslen lot 300 Streeter, Harry
k
20a Marsh lot 50 15a land and
60a Wilber lot 150 buildings 1700
15a Charles % int. Parsons
Holbrook lot 15 lot 350 2050 73.80
39a sprout land 150 Sukojlioski, Mike
20a R. R. lot 150 Poll 2.00
23a Mark Carlton Sullivan, Maurice
lot 100 5a land and
2 horses 300 buildings 1900
1 portable mill 600 Soldier exempt 1000 900 32.40
Wood and Sullivan, Maurice
lumber 1040 12205 439.38 Mrs.
Stone, Clarence Poll 2.00
Poll Sumner, Roland
1 vehicle 1000 1000 38.00 Poll 2.00
Stone, Clarence Mrs. Sumner, Roland Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Stone, Chester Sumner, Clifford •
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Stone, Chester Mrs. Sumner, Clifford Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Stone, Howard Swan, Daniel 1
Poll Land and
Land and buildings 2500
1




S. L. 800 2900 106. 4C Poll
Stone, Howard Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 800 800 30.80
Stowell, Charles Taft. Harold Mrs. 1
Poll Poll




Name | Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Taft, Elsie O. Thayer, Leon
Poll 2.00 Poll
Taft, Harriet Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1800
Talbot, Grovenor 1 horse 100'
Poll 2.00 1 cow 90 1990J
Talbot. Grovenor Thayer, Leon Mrs.
Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Thibault, Gertrude
Talbot, Lyle Poll 2.00
Poll Thompsen, Alvar
!
11a School house Poll 2.00
lot 400 4001 16.40 Thompson, George
Talbot, Lyle Mrs. 20a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1000 1000 40.40
Talbot, Paul Thompson,
Poll George Mrs.
1 cow 90 Poll
1 neat stock 90 180 Thompson, Wesley
Talbot, Paul Mrs. Poll
Poll Land and
6a land and buildings 1800
buildings 1400 1400 52.40 2 cows 220 2020 82.64
Tavlor. Carl Thompson,
Poll Wesley Mrs.
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2600* Thompson, Willard
4a land 10 Poll
2 horses 225 %a land and
2 cows 200 3035 111.26 buildings 1200 1200 50.48
Taylor, Carl Mrs. Thompson,
Poll 2.00 Willard Mrs.
Taylor, Carl, Trust, Poll 2.00
Adela Taylor Thompson, Bert
Est. Poll
Land and Land and
buildings 1400 buildings 1200 1200 45.20
Small house 700 Thompson, Florence
Cottage 300 Poll
8a river land 200 26 1/2 a land and
3a meadow 25 buildings 1900 1900 70.40
Shop & land 200 \ 2825 101.70 Thompson, Grace
Tavlor, Ernest Poll 2.00
Poll ] Thrasher, Philip
Taylor, George Poll
Poll | 2.00 Land and
Tavlor, George Mrs. buildings 900
Poll 1 2.00 Cottage 500 | 1400;
Taylor, Florence G. Thrasher, Philip Mrs.
Poll | 2.00 Poll
Tenney, Ray Bid, lot 50 [ 50 3.80
Poll Thrasher, Chester
Land and Poll
buildings 2700 1 2700 ' 99.20 2a land and
Tenney, Ray Mrs. buildings 1200 I 1200 45.20



















































































































































































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax








buildings 1700J Glenn Mrs.
2 horses 150 1850 74.74 Poll | 2.00
Underwood. Frank G. Wellington, Glenn |
'
& Grace Hewett & Beatrice
30a Hill pasture 50 Lot 13 and Brooks





750 30.08 Wellington, Raymond
|
Underwood, Frank H. Poll | 2.00
Poll Wellington,
5a land and Raymond Mrs.
buildings 700! Poll | 2.00
1 horse 125 Wellington, Wilfred
1 cow 100 925 35.30 Poll 2.00
Vallier, R. E. Mrs. j Wellington,
Poll Wilfred Mrs.
Lots c0-81 and Poll 2.00
bid. 700 700 30.28 Wellington, Margaret
Vassar , Carrie Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wentworth, Fred
Vincent, Ralph Poll
Poll Land and
Land and buildings and
J
buildings 2700 2700 99.20 cabins 2000 2000 74.00
Vincent, Ralph Mrs. Wentworth.
Poll 2.00 Fred Mrs.
Vincent, John Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wetmore, Gus
Vincent, John Mrs. Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1200
Vigneau, Phyllis 30a Colony lot 65
Poll 2.00 Ward meadow 35
Ward, Maude Myers land 500 1800 | 64.80
Poll 2.00 Wetmore, Gus Mrs.
Ward, John Poll 2.00
Evans house 1050 1050 37.80 Wesley, George
1
Wathzer, Tyko Poll I
26a land and Land and
buildings 600 600 21.60 buildingc 800 800 30.80
Webb, Borden Mrs. Wesley, George Mrs.
1
Poll 2.00 Poll | 2.00
Weeks, Robert Mr. Wesley, Leonard
& Mrs. Poll 2.00
Land and Wesley, Ora Mrs.
buildings 1700 Land and
4 cows 360 ! 2060 | 74.16 buildings 1500 | 1500 | 54.00
Wells, Leonard !
1
West Swanzey A. A.
I
Poll 2.00 Store bid. 3000 i 3000
' 10". 09
Wells, Leonard Mrs. Wheeler, Louis Mrs. 1
Poll 2.00 Poll i
Wells, Leonard Land and i
<te Mildred buildings 1300 i
150a land and 30a Howes lot 60 1 i
54
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and 'Description | ation Tax and Description [ ation Tax
1 cow 120 Whitcomb, Edna
Soldier's wife Bid. lot 300 300 10.80
exempt 1000 480 19.28 Whitcomb, George
Wheeler, Karl & Edna
Poll 2.00 Home place 6500 6500 234.00
Wheeler, Karl Mrs. Whitcomb, George
Poll 2.00 E. Jr.
Wheeler & Taylor Bailey place 2500
129a land and A. H. Whitcomb
buildings 4400 house 3800
Hamblett pas- Cottage S. Lake 1500
!
ture 300 95a Bennett and
2 horses 250 Mason lot 500
44 cows 4840 9790 352.44 50a Thompson
Whipple, Myrtie lot 700
Poll 2.00 70a Fish lot 150
Whittemore, Milan 100a Ward-Corliss-
Poll 2.00 Parsons lot 400
Whittemore, David 18a Henry lot 50
6 cows 540 fOa Marsh lot 350
2 neat stock 180 Roswell Whit-
45 fowl 49 comb lot 150 10100 363.60
Soldier exempt 769 Whitcomb, Walter
Whittemore, Mary Land and
Poll buildings 800 800 28.80
Land and Whitney, George
buildings 1500 1500 56.00 Poll 2.00
Whittemore, E. Whitney, George Mrs.
Clark Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wilber, Mabel
Whittemore, Clarence Poll
Poll L-md and
Land and buildings 2200
buildings 1300 Lots 50-51 150
15a Prime and Stock in trade 2000 4350 177.74
Dickinson lot 100 1400 52.40 Wilber, Morris
Whittemore, Poll
Clarence Mrs. Land and
Poll - 2.00 buildings 2200 2200 90.88
Whitcomb, Otis Wilber, Morris Mrs.
P/ia land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1200 Wilber, Ellsworth
12a C. Whit- Poll
comb lot 50 ! 1250 45.00 Lot No. 52 70
Whitcomb, Cecil Kershaw lot 200 270 12.91
Poll Wilber,
16a land and Ellsworth Mrs. .
buildings 2600 Poll 2.00





12a sprout lot 135 4035 147.26 Wilber, Eva Mrs.
Whitcomb, Cecil Mrs. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Williams, Frances
Whitcomb, Addie Poll 2.00
Land and Wilcox, Allen
















































1 cow 110' 1410





























































































































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
ings V2 lot Poll 2.00
No. 9 2400] Wright, Kenneth
Cottage No. 1 1000 Bid. lot 100
Cottage No. 2 900
J
Soldier exempt 100
2 bid. lots 200
1
Wright,
75a Fields lot 120 1 4620 186.12 Kenneth Mrs.
Worcester, Poll 2.00
Clarence Mrs. Wyman, Ellis
Poll 1 100a land and
Cottage 150
j
150 7.40 buildings 3800
Worcester, Harry 1 horse 75
Land and 2 cows 220
buildings 1100 610 fowl 670 4765
V2 int. Rust lot 100| Wyman, Ellis Mrs.
V2 Si mowing land 501 Poll 2.00
16a Gary lot 35
1
Yardley, Herbert
20a Keene Elec. Land and
1
R.R. land 50 buildings 100 100 3.60
Baker lot 100| Young, Lela




Cottage 700 2200 88 . 88
Poll Young, Gale P.
Worcester, Alice 1 Bid. lot 100
Poll Soldier exempt 100
y2 int. Fassett Young, Gale P. Mrs.
place 1000 Poll 2.00
1 horse 40 1040 Young, Harold
Worcester, Dorothy Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and
Worcester, Lottie buildings 1000 1000 38.00
Poll 2.00 Young, Harold Mrs.
Worcester, Elwyn Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Yost. Theron
Wright, Charles Land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 3300
Wright, Harold K. Soldier exempt 1000 2300 82.80
Poll Yost, Theron Mrs.
Land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1900 York, Harry Mrs.
6 bid. lots 800 2700j 111.0* Poll 2.00
Wright. Grace Mrs.
NON-KESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Name Valu- Total Name
|
Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description 1 ation ' Tax
Anson, Fritz 30a Atkinson
(Edna Anson Est.)
|
place 700 700 25.20
3 35100a iSugar Ballou. Guy E.
House lot $300 $300 $10.80 24a Haskell
Avery, Loyal L. • lot 1600 1600 64.64
Lot 14 Brooks Ballou, Lawrence
cottage, W.P. 1000 1000 40.40 20a Sargent and
Bacon, James F. & Burnham lot 500 500 18.00
























place 3200 1 3200
Belding, Wm. &
Genevieve
la bid. lot 100
Bergeron, Pearl
2 bid. lots,
E. side W.P. 150
Bianchi, Carlo &
Co., Inc.



























































































Lot W.P. 125! 125
Bouvier, J. Edward
Home place 2200






la Carter lot 50
1









Stock in trade 2000! 901
Buckminister, W. W.
j
100a Huggins lot 200!









Vi int. Fitz- [
gerald place 650!




















cottage W. P. 1000!
Canron. Dora M.
Wiswell
cottage W. P. 1700[ 1700'
Carey Chair C. I













Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
I
Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Carlton, Charles Irvin Cross
28a Applin lot 1000 place 2000 2000 72.00
Lot 83 P.G.P. 100 1100 40.40 Cummings, Fred T.
Carey, Franklin Part of Bel-
60a Appleton lows lot 25 25 .90
lot 400 400 14.40 Curtis, Herman
Casassa, Mario C. Lots 25 and 26 and
2a bid. lot cottage W.P. 1100 1100 44.44
Troy road 100 100 4.04 Davis, Verna
Cheshire Fair Assn. Land and
Safford park 5000 5000 180.00 buildings 800 800 28.80
Choquette, Mildred Davis, Russell A.
Land and camp 100 100 3.60 McClarence
'
'
Cole, Frank Est. cottage 1000 1000 40.40
105a Thompson Davis, Paul Mrs.
lot 425] 6a land and
100a Robinson cottage near
lot 425 850 30.60 J. Little 100 100 3.60
Colony, Laurence Demond, Arthur
Mrs. & Lilla
30a Wheeler and Gunn cottage 900 900 36.36
Cole lot 50 50 1.80 Devine, Unity
Colony, Chas T. Carter lot 50 50 1.80
Estate Denico. Lucius




40a Bergeron lot 150 150 12.60 Cottage S.L. 1900
Colony, John J. Bemis land 500 2400 86.40
16a Cocran lot 800| Dickinson, LaFell
26a David Hill lot 2 cottages S. L. 6500 1
E. Side 1000; 100a Talbot lot 1200
69a David Hill lot Wood and
W. Side 400
1
timber 2000 9700 349.20
25a Williams lot 100J Downing Ethel
7a Foster lot 50! 2350 84.60 Land £0 ! 80 2.88
Compagna, Rodolph Dickinson. Ansel
Carkins lot 40 40 1.44 & Son
Conn, River 20a Holbrook lot 85
Power Co. Wilcox lot 85 170 6.12
Electric power Dickinson, Elwood T.
lines 1500) 1500 54.00 20a Cogswell lot 150 150 5.40
Conboy, Gordon A. Dickinson. Paul
Cottage iS, Lake 3200' 3200 115.20 5a J. Dickinson
Congdon, Edith place 3500'
Cottage S.L. 8001 800 28.80 60a J. Dickinson
Coty, Gertrude lot 1000' 4500 162.00
& Rose ! Dickinson, W. E. 2nd. '
I
Lot No. 18 and 1 Cottage and 1
bid. W.P. 150' 150 6.06 land S.L. 180C 1800 64.80
Croteau, Evelyn Mrs. Donahue, Anna B. 1
Lots 6 and 7 and Dovle cottage
cottage W.P. 950 950 38.33 W.P. 1000' 1000 40.40
Croteau, Pauline Donahue, Stephen
St. John house Cottage W.P. 500' 500 20.20
W.S. 300| 300 10.80 Doody. Lawrence !
Cross, Eugene 1 Lot No. 24 i
59
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
S.L. plat 50; 50 1.80 Underwoods 50 50 2.02
Doyle, Albert J. | Gauthier, George
Lots 10 and 11 & Bertha
j
S. L. near 3 lots and bid.
outlet 200 200 7.20 W. P. Under-
Ellwanger, Helen woods 800 800 32.32
& Margaret General Box Co.
Lots 14 and 15 and
j
Wood and
bid. W.P. 3000 3000 121.00 lumber 12692 12692 456.91
Emden, Ernest C. Goddard, Samuel
101a land and Land and
buildings buildings
—
S.L. 10600 Talbot Hill 2400 2400 86.40
Roswell-Whit- Gough, William
comb lot 350 10950 394 . 20 Fleda Eastman









S.L. Heights 90 90 3.24 48a Gunn lot 350 350 1 12.60
Emmons, John Greene, Elbridge .Jr.
1






1-2 int. Conboy land 250 250 ! 9.00
pasture 400 400 14.40 Grogan, |
Farrar, Julia L. Margaret Dr. f
1
Cottage W.P. 1500 1500 60.60 Home place 2100
[
2100 75.60
Faulkner, Frank Grube, Emelie
1
40a Foster lot 200 Lot W.P. 200 | 200 8.08
17a Thompson lot 50 Grube, Greta j
11a Rixford lot 50 Lot and cot- !
10a Cemetery lot 100 I 400 14.40 tage W.P. 300 | 300| 12.12
Fisher, A. L. Graves, Alfred
1
Part of Richardson Harvey place
I
pasture near W.S. 2500 ! 2500 ! 90.00
R Spring 300 300 10.80 Gunn, Philander
1
Fish, George E. , Est.
1
Cottage SIj. 900 2a Gunn lot 50 1 so;
Hurricane Hamill, Kate, Mrs. !
cottage 500 25a Hamill lot 150 ! 15C '[ 5.40
B. Emery lot 50 | 1450 i 52.20 Hall, Walter S.
1
Fisher,' Paul 1 70a Olcott lot IOC | 10C I 3.60
Kelley place 2500 2500 90.00 Harris, Dwight W.
Fleming, Wm. &
!
1 20a land on i
Anna
1 1





cottage 900 900 1 36.36 Lot No. 87 !
Fogg, Herbert D. ! ! P.G.P. 10C !' iocH 4.04
Lot No. 93
]
Helff, J. R. Dr.
I









28.28 Freeman land 10CH 26001 93.60
Fortier, Ferdinand 1 Henry, James





































Lots 89, 00, 91, 92
and buildings
P.G.P. 2100
Hogan, W. E., Mrs.
Butler place 1800
































































































































































































Lot 27. P.G.P. 70'
Laplant, Norman
Land and camp,






















New cottage 1200 !

































































and Hobo camp 50
Moore, Gladys













New England Box Co.
43a Faulkner lot 100
















43a Olcott lot 100!









50a Grogan lot 4001
























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
lot 500 40a Whitcomb
Mill and land 1500
*
lot 80
Fisher land 800 Bid, lot P.G.P. 150 1230 44.94
Rockwell prop- Pichalow, Geno
erty 900 Bid. lot W.P. 50 50 2.02
Land R.R. Pitcher, Grace W.
station 100 Sprout land 100 loo 3.60
Stock in trade 42500 Piatts, Geo.
Mills and W. S. Mrs.
machinery 14000 65550 2359.80 Cottage S.L. 2300 2300 82.80
N. E. Woodenware Potter, Frederick G.
Co. Hill cottage
Bigelow lot 500 500 18.00 S.L. 1700 1700 61.20
N. H. Pythian Home Prevost, Jeanne Mrs.
Cottage W.S. 1200 1200 43.20 Cottage W.P. 1600 1600 65.08
Nissen, Rudolf Proell, Albert
& Ruth Garage and
Fox place 1800 1800 ' 64.80 land 300 300 12.12
Norcross, O. V. Proctor, Wm. P. Co.
House No. 1 2300 Lumber 945 945 34.02
House No. 2 2300 Public Service Co.
Stock in trade 750 Hydro land 1920
Mills and Structures 6725
machinery 1100 6450 260.58 Dams 8720
O'Brien, William H. Generating
Cottage W.P. 1400 equipment 10000
Bid. lot across Sub station 6830
road 50 1450 58.58 Transmission
Olson, Nils system 23980
Arthur Holbrook Distribution 85200 143375 5342.78
place 2800 Quimby, Florence
15a wood lot 300 3100 111.60 Cottage S.L. 1100 1100 39.60
Page, Frances Rankin, Langdon G.
Cottage S. L. 900 900 32.40 5%a Brick
Patterson, Norman house 2100 2100 75.60
Lot W.P. 100 100 4.04 Rathburn, Lawrence
Partridge, Wallace Johnson place 800
13a Quinn and Soldier exempt 800
Grogan lot 500 500 18.00 Rhoads, Everett
Perkins, Flossie M. Land and
2 cottages S.L. 1500 1500 54.00 buildings 450 450 16.20
Perry, Kenneth Read, Arthur
60a Oscar 120a Mclntyre
Fields lot 60 60 2.16 lot 500 500 18.00
Peterson, Bertha W. Rivers. Paul E. •
Lot No. 5 and 30a Mt Homer
cottage 600
"
lot 100 100 3.60
Lots 3-4 and Robinson. Clara Mrs.
cottage 800 1400 56.56 Land near
'
Petersen, J. S. Mrs. Forsyth 70 70 2.52
Downing place 1650 Roberts. A. L. Mrs.
40a Downing Cottage W.P. 1700 1700 68.68
lot 600 2250 79.92 Robertson Motor Co.
Piispanen, Ellen 20a Mayo lot 75 75 2.70
Lots 3-4 and Rob^tson. Ellis
bulds. S.L. 1000 Kirker house 1900
63
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax




Sullivan house 1700 6600 266.64 lot 400 400 14.40
Rousseau, Octave Talbot, Walter
Lots 42-43 20a pasture on
S.L. Platts 100 100 3.60 Cobble hill 215 215 7.74
Rowe, Sidney Talbot, Walter |
S.L. Platts 720 720 25.92 Land and
Rub&or, Robert buildings 1100 1100 39.60
Cottage S.L. 1300 1300 46.89 Taliaferro,
Russell, Winfred William C.
Bid. lots S.C. 150 150 5.40 4a land near
Seers, Charles H. Perry , 50j 50 1.80
25 ft. on W.P. 10 10 .40 Taliaferro, Nancy
Schmidt, Otto & Bid. lot S.L. 200 200 7.20
Margaret Taylor, Grace
Wright place 1800 1800 72.72 Land and
Shea, Emma K. buildings 1500 1500 60.60
Cottage W. P. 1400 1400 56.56 Tavlor, John
Siblev, Paul & Ellery place 3300 3300 133.32
Nancy Thayer, Elmo
Swan place 2800 2800 ioo.ro Lot A22 and
Skinner, Harry bid. W.P. 300 300 12.12
Stock in trade 2001 Thompson, Leslie
Mills and Bid. lot 50' 50 1.80
machinery 100 300 10.80 Towne, Jennie M.
S^iro, Annie Davis cottage
Parker nlace 2600 2600 93.60 iS.L. 1100 1100 39.60
Snrague, Mary Trombley, Maurice |
P. O. bid. Bid. lot W.P. 50 50 2.02
W.S. 3000' Twitchell, Blanche
30a Whitcomb 70a land and
lot 500 buildings 1700 1700 61.20
Black pasture 500 4000 146.20 Verberg, John G.
Starrett, Harry 106a land and
Cutler house 5000 5000 180.00 buildings 1100 1100 39.60
Stone, Roy P. Vermouth, Neil Mrs.
Lot and bid. Land and
S.L. 200 buildings 2100 2100 75.60
Vz int. land and I Voight, William &
buildings S. C . 400' Lois '
7a land 400 1000 36.00 Bid. lot 100 100 3.60
Storey, Fred D. West, George Mrs. !
Cottage S.L. 900' 200a pasture 1000 1000 36.00
Soldier exempt 900' Whitcomb. Carrie
Streeter. Bernard 45a land on Troy
Cottage S.L. 13001 road 325 325 11.70
Stock in trade 1000 2300 82.80 Whitcomb, H. P. Est. '
Sturtevant, Clifford 38a California
88a Crouch lot 500 500 18.00 lot 3001 300 10.80
Swanzey Feldspar Whitcomb, Arthur
Inc. Gravel bank 8z
Land and mines; 400 400 14.40 equipment 10,000
1
'Sweeney, Herbert ! Marcus Stone
6a Cottage and land 2000 1






























Lot No. 2 & bid. 950!
Wright, Karl &
Bertha Peterson




































































21a Colony lot 100
41a Fairfield lot 250
50a Hill-Goodwin
lot 300
7a Hutchins lot 100
39a Robinson-
Fisher lot 350
49a Handy lot 350
11a Butler lot 100
34a Porter lot 200
5a Kenney lot 150
87a Dunn lot 900 10200 367.20
Yarnelle, John E. &
Catherine
90a Cram place 1800 1800 64.80
Zipp, Clarence
130a Winch
place 2500 2500 90.00
Cheshire Oil Co.
2 hand pumps 60
3 electric pumps 225
4 computing [
pumps 640 955 34.38
Gulf Oil Corp.
1 hand Dump 30 30 1.08
Sun Oil Co.
1 electric pump 85
1 hand pump 30 115 4.14
Socony Vacuum Oil
Co.
5 hand pumps 150'
1 electric pump 85
4 computing
pumps 640 875 31.50
Tide Water Asso-
ciates Oil Co.
2 electric pumps 170' .
2 computing
pumps 320 490 17.64
National Bank Stock
Ashuelot-
Citizens 34.00 34.00 34.00
Cheshire 85.00 85.00 85.00
Keene 7.00 7.00 7.00
Rochester .25 .25 .25
Somersworth 1 1 . 00 11.00 11.00
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Adams, Cleon E. i
|
Curtis, Austin H. 1
i
Adams, Harold J. 1 Cuthbert. George R. 1
|
Adams, Harry L. i I Davis, Alvin E. 2
1
Allan, John 1 Davis, Frances E. 1
Amidon, Perley E. i DeRosier, Bernard
I
1
Amidon, Warren P. 1 1 * Devoid, Earl J. 1
Anstey, Minnie W.
i
1 deMoya, E. V. 1 1
Aveline, Edward C. 1 Dinagan, Virginia M. 1 1
Baker, Bertha M.
i
1 Doody, Mrs. William J. 1
Baker, Elliot K. i Downing, Arlon R. 1
Baker, Frederick S. i Downs, Benjamin F. 1
Baker, Myrtle M. 1 Dubruiel, Harold 1
Ballou, Charles H. i Dubois, Joseph A. 3
Bardwell, Mrs. Walter L. i Dubois, Joseph P. 1
Barrett, Mrs. Thomas M. i Dudley, Arthur D. 1
Bartlett, Raymond A. i Durant, Clesson 1
Bedaw, William J. i Dusey, Albert P. 1
Belding, Mark C. 1 Ellis. John H. M. 1
Belding, Oliver i Ellison, M. Eugene 1
Bell, Antonio 1 Emerson, Cleon L. 1
Blake, Ralph A. 1 Evans, Joseph L. 1
Bloom, Isabelle M. i Faulkner, Beatrice E. 1
Bolewski, August i Faulkner, Olive L. 1
Boulay, Ernest J. 1 Flanders, Leslie 1
Boyer, Cleon E. i Flint, Alanson C. 1
Bradley, Homer S. 1 Fontaine, Clara G. 1
Bridge, Roland L. i 1 Forsyth, Mrs. Fred 1
Britton, Robert -A. i Fowler, Oscar L. 1
Brown, Earl A. 1
1
Frazier, Alfred C. 1
Brown, Sumner E. 1
!
1 French, Arthur F.
1
'1
Bussiere, Neil 2 French, Douglas A. 1
Buswell, Mrs. Eva 2 Frieze, Augustus A. 1
Calkins, George Sr. 1 Fulford, Pauline G. 1
Cass, Eva M. 1 Gerald, Mrs. Fred E. 1 1
Chamberlin, Albert F. 1 Gerrior, Mrs. G. 1
1
Chambers, Arthur B. 1 Goodale, Robert C. 1
Cheney, Arnell 1 Goodblood, Fred J. 1
Clark, Carl C. 1 Goodell, Carolyn 1
Clark, Carl C. & Fay R. 1 Goodell, Clifford H. 1
Clement, Robert B. 1 Goodell, Mrs. Elizabeth F. 1
Cobb, Mrs. Elsie 1 Goodell, Margaret M. 1
Cole, Benjamin N. 1 Goodell, Mrs. P. W. 1
Cole, Jessie (Mrs. Bert) 1 Goodnow, George L., Sr.
Cole, Mildred E. 1 & Jr. 1
Cole, Stacey 1 Goodnow, Persis (John) 1
Conboy, John E. 2 1 Graf, Karl G. 1
Cookson, Loystern G. 1 Grover, Reginald L. 1




Cross, Mildred B. 1 Guyette, Bernard E. L. 1
Cummings, Richard S. 1 Guyette, Donald C. 1
Cunningham, Francis H. 1 Guyette, Dorothy L. 1










































































Leonard, Willard F. 1
Leville, Anthony
Lewis, Herman F. 1





















Metevier, Dr. L. J . 1




Miller, Louisianna 1 !
Mingolla, Mary F 1
j
1
Moe, Theodore H. Ill

















































Patnode, William R. '1

































Pickett, Francis E. 1 Todd, Mrs. Clarence 1
Pierson, Walter J. 1 Tolman, Carroll G.
1
1
Plummer, Albert Leo 1 Tolman, Gerald H.
1
1
Plummer, Cecil R. 2 Tolman, Murray J. 1
Plummer, Ralph E. 1 Tracy, Walter W. 1







Trombley, Henry R. 1
Ramsay, Charles F.
|
1 Trombley, William 1
Read, Karl A. 1 Underwood, Frank H. 1
Reynolds, Albert C. 1 Vincent, John 2
Reynolds, Mrs. Sarah A. 1 Vincent, Ralph
!
i




Rice, Harry 1 Weeks, Mrs. Robert E. 1 i
i
Richardson, David W. 1 Wellington, Glenn O. 1
i
Richardson, Eugene E. 1 Wellington, Raymond C.
I
i
Richardson, H. H. 1 Wentworth, Mrs. F. C.
! 1
1
Riendeau, Jesse A. 1 Wesley, George H. 1





Rines, Ralph T. 1 Wheeler & Taylor
1
l
Rixford, Arthur M. 1 Whippie, Willam P. 1
Robbins, Mrs. George 1 Whtiney, Mrs. George 1
Robins, Jefferson 1 Whittemore, Clarence E. 1





Roscoe, Mattie L. 1 Wilber, Ellsworth F. i
i
1
Ross, James M. 1 Wilber, Eva F. l
|
Rutter, Bessie B. 1 Wilber, Mabel H. 1
Rutter, F. Whitman 1 Wilber, Marjorie M. l
j
Safford, Perley F. 1 Wilber, Morris W. l
;
Sanderson, Selena 1 Willard, Henry l
!
Schnyer, George E. 1 Willard, Samuel E. 1 !
Seaver, Burt G. 1 Wilson, Frank D. 1
Shortelidge, R. J. 1 2 Wilson, Harry E. i
! 1
Sloan, J. Richard 1 Wood, Alois A. i
1
I
Small, E. S. 1 1 Wood, Fay H. i
1 I




Smith, William D. 1 Woodward, Philip L.
1
i
Spears, Mrs. Charles 1 2 Worcester, Alice l
!
i
Spring, Rolland K. 1 Worcester, Clarence F. i
I 1
Starrett, Harry E. 1 Wright, Mrs. Cleo L.
!
i
Stone. Chester L. 1 Wright, Harold K. l 1 '
Van Stoodley, Roland 1 Wyman, Ellis H.
1 !
l
Stowell, Charles 1 Young, Harold L. l
1 1
Stratton, Mrs. G. M. 1 Yost, Theron L. 1
i !
Sumner, Roland 1 — i— [
—
Swan, Daniel R. 1 Total No. dogs, 342 214! AQ f2




Taylor, Carl W. 1 Bolles, Henry R.
|
Taylor, John A. 1 Couture, William A. 1
Thayer, Leon H. 1 Hale. John D.




LAURA G. FITZGERALD, Town Clerk
From January 1, 1946 to December 31st, Inclusive
VITAL STATISTICS
Paid for V. S. returns to clerk
:
Fred A. Almquist, M. D. $ 25
John J. Brosnahan, M. D. 25
H. L. Brown, M. D. 25
Frank D. Elkavich, M. D. 25
George S. Emerson, M. D. 25
Louvain A. Fox, M. D. 1 00
Robert W. Holmes, M. D. 50
A. W. Hopkins, M. D. 1 25
Walter H. Lacey, M. D. 50
John D. MacAllister, M. D. 50
Ludwig IT. Mendelson, M. D. 50
G. E. Prevost, M. D. 25
W. F. Taylor, M. D. 25
Rev. John A. Belford 25
Rev. C. Barnard Chapman 50
Rev. J. Tremayne Copplestone 25
Rev. Marshall Eck 25
Rev. Fred E. Fox 25
Rev. D. Gallaros 25
Rev. A. Norman Janes 1 00
Rev. J. Donald Johnston 1 00
Rev. Archibald Kerr 25
Rev. George R. Kilcoyne 25
Rev. Louis Langevin 25
Rev. R. W. E. MacKenzie 3 25
Rev. Robert D. Mitchell 25
Rev. James F. Quimby 50
Rev. James F. Quinn 50
69
Rev. Burton G. Robbins 25
Rev. Joseph Rogers 50
Rev. Ubald J. Simoneau 1 00
Orson G. Smith, J. P. 25
Rrankin L. Shrewsbury, J. P. 75
Lena F. Warren, J. P. 25
Don J. Williams, J. P. 25
$18 25
1945 DOG LICENSE FEES RECEIVED AFTER BOOKS
WERE CLOSED DECEMBER 31, 1945
Rollins, Mrs. W. Howard F
Rollins, Mrs. W. Howard, F




Parker, Dr. Ralph J. SF
Clement, Robert B. M
Tolman, Murray J. M
Newell, John M
Ross, James M. M













Proportionate part of year.
Dog* licenses
:
1945-1946 licenses (May 1, 1945 to May 1, 1946) :
1 female dog at $3.09, $3 09
1 female dog at $2.50 2 50
1 female dog at $1.67 1 67
1 male dog at $2.00 2 00
1 male dog at $1.00 1 00
1 male dog at $.83 83
2 male dogs at $.67 1 34
1 male dog at $.50 50
$17 93
70
1 spayed dog at $2.00 2 00
1 spayed dog at $1.83 1 83
1 spayed dog at $1.17 1 17
1946-1947 licenses (May 1, 1946 to May 1, 1947)
204 male dogs at $2.00
2 male dogs at $1.67
2 male dogs at $1.50
1 male dog at $1.33
3 male dogs at $1.17
1 male dog at $.90
1 male dog at $.67
81 spayed dogs at $2.00
lspayed dog at $1.67
45 female dogs at $5.00
1 female dog at $4.58
2 kennel licenses at $25.00

















Total receipts $893 93
Less clerk's fees
:
354 dog licenses at 20 cents
3 kennel licenses at 20 cents
Due treasurer for 1946 receipts
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1946
Total amount due treasurer
Paid treasurer











Registration of motor vehicles
1 945 permits
:
Series No. 130,939 to 130,950 inc.
Series No. 145.451 to 145,482 inc.
1946 permits
Series No. 121,908 to 122,650 inc.
Series No. 139,351 to 139,500 inc.
Series No. 161,401 to 161,425 inc.
Series No. 161,451 to 161,452 inc.
1947 permits
:






Total receipts $2,636 30
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1946 110 42
$2,746 72
Amount due treasurer $2,698 13




Ralph A. Blake, (rep.) $2 00
Mark H. Carlton, (rep.) 2 00
Chester R. Guillow, (sup.) 1 00
$5 00
Due treasurer $5 00
Paid treasurer $5 00
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
List of Uncollected Resident Property Tax Levy of 1946
As of December 31, 1946
Adams, George $151 92
Ballou, John 57 60
Besaw, Leo 60 60
Besaw, Mrs. Leo 8 08
Bolles, Jesse 6 48
Bridge, Roland 50 40
Brink, Max & Freda 26
Brown, Emma 3 60
Bnssiere, Niel 64 80
Calkins, George 69 12
Calkins, George Jr. 25 20
Champagne, Leroy 121 20
Christopherson, Waldemar 128 47
Cotton, C. R. 39 60
Curtis, Austin 38 52
Curry Chair Corp. 343 80
Davis, Francis 88 88
Derosier, Bernard 26 68
Durrant, Clesson 44 44
Durham, John 18 00
Earl, Raymond 79 20
Ellis, John 106 20
Emerson, Cleon 127 42
Eastman, Robert 3 60
Fantt, Amanda 79 20
Faulkner, Olive 18 00
Frazier, Alfred 43 20
Frazier, Charles 150 48
Frazier, Fred & Son 36 90
French, Walter 10 80
Gauotte, Calvin 3 60
73
Gaoutte, Napoleon 3 60
Gerald, Fred 33 12
Guyette, Joe 69 66
Hale, Mrs. Edwin 24 00
Handy, Arthur 83 16
Handy, Percy 7 20
Holbrook, Dr. George 36 00
Holbrook, Peter 36 00
Jardine, Bernard 72 00
Jefts, Russell 10 80
Joslyn, Everett 2 70
Karr, Dana 12 60
Kelly, Carl 24 24
Kenney, Mary 68 40
Kelly, Thomas J. 100 80
Keith, Mrs. M. M. 105 04
Kershaw, Joseph & Helen M. 15 72
Knight, Fred 16 16
Labounty, Joseph 28 80
Lamoureoux, Robert 68 68
Lane, Ralph 4 04
Lazzaro, Antonio 65 77
Lefebvre, Oliver 12 60
Hale, Walter 103 68
Leonard, Clesson 54 00
Mahogany, Lewis 10 80
McWha, Gertrude 48 48
Metcalf, Joseph 43 20
Murray, L. N. 34 64
Osgood, Charles 16 16
Patnode, William 18 00
Perry, Harry 24 12
Perry, Mrs. Harry 72 00
Pollard, Richard 1 80
Pratt, John 13 50
Rice, George 5 40
Rice, Raymond 84 60
Richardson, Bernice 56 56
Robb, Walter 14 40
74
Bobbins, Mrs. Ellsworth . 2 70
Rollins, William 51 19
Ross, James 18 00
Sanderson. Mrs. Nathan 54 00
Seaver, Chester 57 60
Silver, Harry 103 14
Sloan, Richard & Elizabeth A. 40 40
Spear, Charles 10 80
Steadman, Elsie 14 40
Stowell, Charles 6 84
Stowell, Mrs. Charles 36 00
Taft, Harold 28 80
Taft, Mrs. Harold 8 10
Todd, Mrs. Clarence 54 00
Trombley, George 5 40
Trombley, Henry 7 20
Underwood, Frank H. . 33 30
Vincent, Ralph 97 20
Ward, John 37 80
Watzer, Tkyo 21 60
Wilson, Mrs. Harry 28 80
Willard, Henry 54 00
Willard, Elbert 3 60
Wood, Alois 21 60
Woodward, Leon 51 84
Worcester, Alice 37 44
UNQOLLECTED NON-RESIDENT PROPERTY
LEVY OF 1946
Bloom, Oscar 36 00
Boufford, Oscar 26 66
Boufford, Arthur 5 05
Boufford, Nora 5 05
Carey, Franklin 14 40
Cassasa, Mario C. 4 04
Compagna, Rodolph 1 44
Croteau, Pauline 10 80
Cross, Eugene 72 00
Dickinson, W. E. 2nd 64 80
75
Fisher, A. L. 10 80
Forcier, Georgiana 28 28
Houghton, Mrs. Ida 24 24
Houghton, Andrew 10 80
Jarvis, Libbe 14 40
Jarvis, Robert E. 6 06
Joslyn, Clinton 90
Lamoureaux, George 8 48
Logerberg, Herman 59 40
Manley, George & Amy 7 20
N. E. Woodenware Co. 18 00
Perry, Kenbeth 2 16
Piispanen, Ellen 44 94
Prevost, Jenne 65 08
Rhoads, Everett 16 20
Robinson, Clara 2 52
Rowe, Sydney 25 92
Seers, Charles 40
Streeter, Bernard 33 00
Swanzey Feldspar Inc. 14 40
Talbot, Walter 39 60
Thompson, Leslie 1 80
Trombley, Maurice 2 02
Voight, Lois & William 3 60
Whitcomb, Doris E. 7 20
Wilber, Weston 40 32
Downing, Ethel 2 88
LIST OF UNCOLLECTED POLL TAXES
LEVY OF 1946 AS OF DEC. 31, 1946
Abbott, Clarence $2 00
Adams, Mrs. George 2 00
Alexander, Leon Jr. 2 00
Alexander, Mrs. Leon Jr. 2 00
Allen, George 2 00
Allen, Mrs. George 2 00
Ballou, John 2 00
Baker, Walter 2 00
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Baker, Mrs. Walter 2 00
Barstow, John 2 00
Barstow, Mrs. John 2 00
Besaw, Leo 2 00
Besaw, Mrs. Leo 2 00
Bishop, Francis 2 00
Bishop, Mrs. Francis 2 00
Blackmore, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Bridge, Roland 2 00
Bridge, Mrs. Roland 2 00
Brown, Mrs. Edith 2 00
Bussiere, Mrs. Niel 2 00
Buswell, Bernard 2 00
Buswell, Eva 2 00
Calkins, George 2 00
Calkins, George Jr. 2 00
Calkins, Mrs. George Jr. * 2 00
Calkins, Guy 2 00
Cargel, Helen 2 00
Chamberlain, Albert 2 00
Cheney, Arnold 2 00
Cheney, Mrs. Arnold 2 00
Christopherson, Alfred 2 00
Christopherson, Carl 2 00
Cleverly, Mrs. Alvah 2 00
Curtis, Austin 2 00
Curtis, Mrs. Austin 2 00
Curtis, Irene 2 00
Davis, Francis 2 00
Davis, Mrs. Francis 2 00
Deering, Richard 2 00
Deering, Mrs. Richard 2 00
Dickerson, Mrs. Philip 2 00
Durant, Clesson 2 00
Durant, Mrs. Clesson 2 00
Durant, Dexter 2 00
Durkee, Mrs. Cora 2 00
Earl, Raymond 2 00
Earl, Mrs. Raymond 2 00
77
Fantt, Amanda 2 00
Faulkner, Olive 2 00
Fosburg, Mrs. Gale 2 00
Frazier, Mrs. Alfred 2 00
Frazier, Mrs. Charles 2 00
French, Mrs. Douglas 2 00
French, Walter 2 00
' Garnett, Earl 2 00
Garnett, Mrs. Earl 2 00
Gerald, Fred 2 00
Gerald. Mrs. Fred 2 00
Gordon, Laurence 2 00
Gordon, Mrs. Laurence 2 00
Gokey, Evelyn 2 00
Grover, Robert 2 00
Grover, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Guyette, Donald 2 00
Guyette, Mrs. Donald 2 00
Guyette, Joe 2 00
Guyette, Mrs. Joe 2 00
Hadley, Mrs. Allen 2 00
Handy, Arthur 2 00
Handy, Percy 2 00
Harris, Mrs. R, E. 2 00
Hopkins, Mrs. Howard 2 00
Hornig, Godhart 2 00
Hornig, Mrs. Godhart 2 00
Jardine, Mrs. Bernard 2 00
Jefts, Mrs. Carl E. 2 00
Jefts, Mrs. Russell 2 00
Johnson, Mrs. William 2 00
Joslyn, Everett 2 00
Karr, Dana 2 .00
Karr, Mrs. Dana 2 00
Kelly, Mrs. Carl 2 00
Kenney, Mary 2 00
Keniston, Theodore 2 00
Keith, Mrs. M. M. « 2 00




























Lounder, Mrs. Harold 2 00
Martell, Pauline 2 00
McWha, Gertrude 2 00
Morris, Elsie 2 00
Naugler, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Olmstead, Wesley 2 00
Olmstead, Mrs. Wesley 2 00
Ollis, Mrs. Luke 2 00
Page, Kendall 2 00
Page, Mrs. Kendall 2 00
Paige, Harry O. 2 00
Paige, Mrs. Harry O. m 2 00




























Patnode, Mrs. William 2 00
Phelps, John 2 00
Phelph, Mrs. John 2 00
Pitcher, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Pollard, Richard 2 00
Porter, Fred 2 00
Porter, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Pratt, Winfield 2 00
Pnrrington, Richard 2 00
Purrington, Mrs. Richard 2 00
Read, Karl S. 2 00
llice, George 2 00
Rice, Raymond 2 00
Richardson, David 2 00
Richardson, Mrs. David 2 00
Richardson, Bernice 2 00
Rines, Grover 2 00
Rines, Mrs. Grover 2 00
Robbins, Ellsworth 2 00
Robbins, Mrs. Ellsworth 2 00
Rollins, William 2 00
Rollins, Mrs. William 2 00
Rollins, Mrs. William Jr. 2 00
Sawin, Carlton 2 00
Sawin, Mrs. Carlton 2 00




Short, Leo 2 00
Shortlidge, R. J. 2 00
Shortlidge, Mrs. R, J. 2 00
Silver, Harry 2 00
Silver, Mrs. Harry 2 00
Smith, Cassins 2 00
Smith, Lilla 2 00
Spear. Charles 2 00
Spear, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Stowell, Charles 2 00
Stowell, Mrs. Charles 2 00
















































































I hereby certify that the above list showing the name and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December 31,
1946, on account of the tax levy of 1946, is correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
ESTHER N. WORCESTER,
Tax Collector.
LIST OF UNCOLLECTED POLL TAXES AS OF
DECEMBER 31, 1946
LEVY OF 1945
Arsenault, Edgar $2 00 $3 00
Backus, Ida 2 00 3 00
Carpenter, Mrs. Charles 2 00 3 00
Cogleano, Augustus 2 00 3 00
Doughty, Myrtle 2 00 3 00
Dorsey, Flo 2 00 3 00
Edward, Paul 2 00 3 00
Gagnon, Mrs. Joseph 2 00 3 00
Gerald, Fred 2 00 3 00
Gerald, Mrs. Fred 2 00 3 00
Gordon, Mrs. Laurence 2 00 3 00
Grey, Joseph 2 00 3 00
Harris, Mrs. R. E. 2 00 3 00
Herring, lee 2 00 3 00
Jefts, Douglas 2 00 3 00
LaRock, Laurence 2 00 3 00
LaRock, Mrs. Laurence 2 00 3 00
LeGere, Mrs. Charles 2 00 3 00
Meader, Herbert 3 00
Meader, Mrs. Herbert 2 00 3 00
Paige, Mrs. Harry 0. 2 00 3 00
Phelps, John 2 00 3 00
Phelps, Mrs. John 2 00 3 00
Porter, Fred - 2 00 3 00
Porter, Mrs. Fred 2 00 3 00
Porter, Mrs. Robert 2 00 3 00
Smith, Cassius 2 00 3 00












I hereby certify that the above list showing the name and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December 31,




2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
LIST OF UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY AND POLL





















$2 00 $3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00

















Richardson, Roy $2 85
I hereby certify that the above list showing the names and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December 31,






2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
2 00 3 00
LIST OF UNCOLLECTED POLL TAXES AS OF DEC. 31, 1946
LEVY OF 1943
Gokey, Henry $2 00
Gokey, Mrs. Henry 2 00
I hereby certify that the above list showing the names and
amount due from each, delinquent taxpayer, as of December 31,








Taxes Committed to collector-:
Property taxes $71,358 93
Bank stock 137 25
Poll taxes—Regular @ $2.00 2,300 00
Total warrant $73,796 18
Added taxes
:
Property taxes 189 36
Poll taxes—Regular @ $2.00 20 00
Interest collected 17 08
Total debits $74,022 62
—CR.—
Remittances to treasurer:
Property taxes $66,310 86
National Bank stock taxes 137 25
Poll taxes—Regular @ $2.00 1,884 00
Interest collected 17 08
Abatements 141 52
Uncollected taxes as per
collectors list
:
Property taxes 5,125 27
Poll taxes—Regular @ $2.00 404 00
Error 2 64
Total credits $74,022 62
Levy of 1945
—DR.—
Uncollected taxes as of Jan. 1, 1946 :
Property taxes $4,138 84
Poll taxes—Regular @ $2.00 410 00






Interest collected during fiscal
year ending Dec. 31, 1946 212 53
Added taxes :
Property taxes
Poll taxes—Regular (§ $2.00
Poll taxes Special (5 $3.00
Total debits $5,448 37
—CR.—
Remittances to treasurer during fiscal
year ending Dec. 31, 1946:
Property taxes $4,129 68
Polls—Regular (§ $2.00 332 00
Polls- Special (a $3.00 534 00
Interest collected during year 212 53
Abatements made during year 52 16
Uncollected taxes as per
collectors list :
Poll taxes—Regular (§ $2.00 74 00
Poll taxes—Special (a $3.00 114 00
Total credits $5,448 37
Levy of 1944
—DR.—
Uncollected taxes as of Jan. 1. 1946 :
Property taxes $40 61
Polls—Regular 74 80
Polls—Special 111 00
Interest collected during year 8 30
Total debits $234 71
—CR.—
Remmittances to treasurer during
fiscal year ended Dec. 31, 1946 :
Property taxes $37 76
Polls—Regular (a $2.00 16 80
Polls—Special @ $3.00 21 00
86
Interest collected during year 8 30
Abatements made during year 3 00
Uncollected taxes as per collectors list
:
Property taxes 2 85
Polls—Regular @ $2.00 58 00




Uncollected taxes as of Jan. 1, 1946
:
Propert}r taxes $5,50
Polls—Regular @ $2.00 14 00
Interest collected during year 3 13
$234 71
Total debits $22 63
—CR.—
Remittances to treasurer during fiscal
year ended Dec. 31, 1946:
Property taxes $4 00
Polls—Regular @ $2.00 8 00
Interest collected during year 3 13
Abatements made during year 4 50
Uncollected taxes as per collectors list
:
Polls—Regular @ $2.00 4 00
Total credits $22 63
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS OF DEC. 31. 1946
—DR.—
Tax sale on account of levy of
:
1945 1944 1943
Taxes sold to town during
current fiscal year $1,101 74
Taxes sold to individual 7 88
Balances of unredeemed taxes
January 1, 1946 $261 24 $44 83
87
Interest eollected after sale 5 77 23 04 5 34
Redemption costs 2 40 1 80
$915 69 $235 04 $39 74
11 70 7 47
4 89 5 62
4 81
190 40 38 68
Total debits $1,117 79 $286 08 . $50 17
—CR.—
Remittances to treasurer during
year
Abatements during' year
Deeded to town during year
Deeded to individuals
Unredeemed at close of year
Total credits $1,117 79 $286 08 $50 17
UNREDEEMED TAXES FOR TAX SALES

















36 68 29 92
3 89 3 80
19 38
$190 40 $38 68
88
TAX COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNT
Total remittances to treasurer
1946 tax and interest
1945 tax, interest and sale
1944 tax, interest and sale
1943 tax, interest and sale
Collections by warrant
1946 tax and interest
1945 tax, interest and sale
1944 tax, interest and sale














Balance on hand January 1, 1946
Receipts, fiscal year ending- Dec. 31. 1946
Payments, fiscal year ending Dec. 31, 1946















Added taxes, 1946, $209 36
Esther N. Worcester, 1945 taxes, interest
and sale 6,128 90
Esther N. Worcester, 1944 taxes, interest
and sale „ 318 90
Esther N. Worcester, 1943 taxes, interest
and sale 54 87
Interest on 1946 taxes 17 08
Total taxes committed to collector, 1946 74,022 62
Less, uncollected, 1946 5,529 27
Less abatements 141 52
Property taxes, current year, actually
collected 66,310 86
Poll taxes, actually collected 1,884 00
National Bank stock taxes 137 25
Total of current year's collections


















From local sources, except taxes
:
Dog licenses $859 90
Business licenses and permits 320 50
Rent of town property 198 00
Registration of motor vehicles 2,698 13
4,076 53
Total current revenue receipts $82,349 35
Receipts other than current revenue
:
Temporary loan
Curry Chair Corp., return on lumber
Sprague & Carleton, Inc., snow plow
Smith Auto Sales, credit federal tax
George Goodnow, cemetery lots
N. E. Box Co.. old snow plow
John Conboy, use of phone
J. Kershaw, sale of stove
Chas. S. Grace, cemetery lot
L. G. Fitzgerald, clerk, filing fees
Auto races, use of fire truck
State of N. H., recovery on old age assist-
ance, Nellie Barlow, K. Sullivan and
L. Weber
State Athletic Comm., share of surplus
Fitch Motor Sales, tax refund on truck
B. & M. R. R., forest fire
Total receipts other than current revenue
Total receipts from all sources
























( !urrent maintenance expenses :
' General government
:
Town officers' salaries $2,936 80
Town officers' expenses 1,451 40
Election and registration expenses 367 40
Expenses town hall and other buildings 646 61
Protection of persons and property
:
Police department, including care of
tramps
Fire department, including forest fires
Bounties
Damage by dogs







Town road aid 713 84
Town maintenance, (Summer, $2,456.04),
(Winter, $1,510.27) 3,966 31
General expenses highway dept. 3,724 22
Gas, oil and repairs on town truck 559 77






Old age assistance 1,195 89
Town poor 880 82
Aid to soldiers and families 319 41
Patriotic purposes
:
























Total current maintenance expenses
Interest
:
Paid on temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes 194 08
Total interest payments 191 08
Indebtedness
:
Payments on temporary loans in antici-










Total indebtedness payments 29,805 92
Payments to other governmental
divisions
Taxes paid to county 3,574 63
Payments to precincts 2,120 00
Payments to school districts 48,228 60
State of N. H., special polls 843 00
Total payments to other governmental
divisions 54,766 23
Total payments for all purposes $114,378 09
Cash on hand December 31, 1946 7,047 95
Grand total $121,426 04
93
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Jacob M. Hackler, selectman
Jolin E. Conboy, selectman
Joseph Kershaw, selectman
Ralph A. Blake, selectman
Esther N. Worcester, tax collector
William I. Ide, treasurer
Jean S. Belding, treasurer
Laura G. Fitzgerald; town clerk, motor
vehicle permits,
Gladys E. Starkey, auditor





























Jacob M. Hackler, expenses and book-
keeping
John E. Conboy. expenses
Joseph Kershaw, expenses
Ralph A. Blake, expenses
Sentinel Printing Co., town reports
and ballots
Chase 's Book Store, town supplies
The U. S. Auto & Truck Guide, book
G. H. Aldrich & Sons, Ins., add. premium
Jean Belding, typing warrant
Mildred Devoid, stamps
Wheeler & Clark, selectmen's stamp
Archie D. Jennings, Agency, treas. bond
Cheshire Co. Savings Bank, rent safe
deposit box
Dressers Business School, caucus ballots
Esther Bennett, list of deceased real
estate owners
Winfield M. Chaplin, transfer cards
Mason Ins. Agency, tax collector, town
clerk, trustees of trust funds and
constable bonds, 92 50
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W. I. Ide, envelopes and stamps
Brown & Saltmarsh, notice to dog owners
Assn. of N. H., assessors, dues,
E. N. Worcester, tax deed
Winfield M. Chaplin, tax sale,
mortgage list
Sentinel Printing Co., advertisement
Jean S. Belding, stamps and envelopes
ELECTION EXPENSES
Harry L. Dunham, supervisor and supplies
Kenneth Ridley, supervisor
P. W. Holbrook, supervisor
Chester R. Guillow, supervisor
Homer S. Bradley, moderator
William I. Ide, ballot clerk
Florence T. Belding, ballot clerk
A. R. Downing, ballot clerk
Mark Carlton, ballot clerk
Alice Schnyer, ballot clerk
Forest Twitchell, ballot clerk
Ernest Ridley, ballot clerk
Rua Ridley, ballot clerk
Nellie Whitcomb, ballot clerk
Delbert Blake, ballot clerk
Grace S. High, ballot clerk
Minnie Anstey, ballot clerk
Anna H. Frieze, ballot clerk
Pearl E. Ide, ballot clerk
H. J. Adams, assistant moderator
Helen W. Adams, ballot clerk
Florence Thompson, ballot clerk
George L. Ballou, ballot clerk
Marie A. Capron, ballot clerk
Annie C. Maynard, ballot clerk







































1*111)110 Service Co., lights
Public Service Co., repairs on range
Wilfred E. Lambert, janitor
C. F. Worcester, repairs on hall
Wilmer L. Pickett, care of clock
Ralph Heath, wood
J. I. Guyette, wood
W. I. Ide, labor and supplies
Chester K. Guillow, labor on and parts
for furnace












TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., phone $2 10
J. I. Guyette, wood 18 00
Public Service Co., lights 7 44
G. H. Aldrich & Co., insurance on town
building and truck 183 03
Palmer Ins. Agency, insurance on town
building
Knowlton & Stone Co., sweeping compound
H. L. Dunham, janitor
H. L. Dunham, supplies
W. L. Hand}', repairs on town hall
$385 87
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Harry Worcester, police duty $114 75
Joseph Kershaw, police duty 39 00
Hanford Phair, policy duty 26 00
David Whittemore, police duty 19 00
John Dennis, policy duty 9 00
Cleon E. Boyer, police duty 8 00
Milan Whittemore, police duty 7 50







Fred Laffond, policy duty 6 00
Alfred Guymond, police duty 4 00
BOUNTIES
J. M. Hackler, paid for bounties $30 50
John E. Conboy, paid for bounties 43 50
Joseph Kershaw, paid for bounties 4 50
STREET LIGHTING
Appropriation $2,700 00
Paid Public Service Co. of N. H. $2,420 00
GENERAL EXPENSES OF HIGHWAY
Cleon L. Emerson, defroster, sand, gravel,
pipe, tools and repairs on scraper
C. R. Plummer, town roads gas, and gravel
Roy Richardson, labor
Arthur Whitcomb, sand, gravel, cold
patch and dynamite
R. C. Hazelton Co., snow plow, wire rope
Inter. Rev., service, withholding tax
R. C. Hazelton Co., road sander and
installing
C. R. Plummer, express on blades
M. S. Perkins, repairs on snow plow
Roy Richardson, welding snow plow
J. I. Guyette, bridge lumber
Stones Service Station, tire chains
R. C. Llazelton Co., supplies, labor, snow
plow, cutter points, blades
Carl W. Taylor, plowing sidewalks
F. A. Jackson, repairs on railing
Trimont Bituminous Pro. Co., cold patch
C. L. Lane Co., bridge plank























Willis Ballon, repairs on rake
Brighton Steel Co., cross chain links
Curry Chair Corp., bridge plank
Spencer Hardware Co., spikes
Knowlton Stone Co., lanterns
Hay Nash, culvert header
Trimount Bituminous Pro. Co., road tar
F. A. Jackson, cutting brush
Nils A. Hanson, grating
Brighton Steel Co. Inc., grade blades
P. A. -laekson. repairs on bridge
H. C. Hazelton Co. Inc., snow plow wing
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, salt
DAMAGE BY DOGS
Leon O'Brien, hens killed by dogs
William Patnode, rabbits killed by dogs
Harold Lewis, rabbits killed by dogs
Lester R. Faulkner, turkeys killed by dogs
Donald Farnnm, chickens killed by dogs
Harry Worcester, collecting dog tax
HEALTH DEPARTMENT





















Public Service Co., lights $35 26













Paid to Edith Cummings, treasurer $1,900 00
$1,900 00
TEMPORARY LOAN
Second Natl. Bank of Boston $29,805 92
$29,805 92
COUNTY TAX
John L. Saunders, treasurer $3,574 63
$3,574 63
PRECINCT TAX AND APPROPRIATION
Hydrant rental $620 00




Prank Lincoln, treasurer $116 00




Stratton Free Library $300 00
Mt. Caesar Library 150 00
Community House 'Library 150 00
$600 00
CEMETERIES
Clarence Whittemore, burning grass,
Oak Hill cemetery $17 25
Leon Ellor, work in cemetery 33 50
Mark Carlton, work in cemetery 2 25
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E. Gorges & Son, repairing and resetting
3 tablets in Oak Hill cemetery 15 00
G. L. Goodnow, lawn mowing 20 00
WEST SWANZEY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Harold Martin, first driver's pay $26 25
Leonard Roy, Sec. chimney fires and
loading hose
[yah Ballon, repairs on fire station
Harry Worcester, supplies and labor
Public Service Co., lights
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.. phone
Harry Worcester, spanner belt
Maurice Zing', Sec, firemen's dues.
Willis Ballon, battery, oil and zerone
A. W. Hopkins, M. 1)., professional services
to C. Whittcmore
Fred 0. Wentworth, gas
Leonard Roy, Sec, bus fire
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., hose
and express
Leonard Roy. Sec, Homestead Mill fire
Buffalo Fire Appliance Corp., pump
service rendered 123 90
Aubrey G. Robinson, Sec, firemen's
association dues 26 00
Maurice Zing-, Sec, firemen's retire-
ment dues 75 00
Leonard Roy, Sec, dump fire, changing
hose 29 75
Harry Worcester, labor on pump and
hydrant line
Knowlton & Stone, pipe and couplings
Blanchard Associates Inc., fog nozzle.,
coupling applicator
Ray Rice, grease, gasket, oil





















Harry Worcester, pipe, fittings, gasket,
packing and 2 lanterns 13 57
Blanchard Associates Inc., siren and
bracket 50 76
Leonard Roy, Sec. notice cards, steward,
secretary and treasurer fees 28 25
$1,548 25
SWAXZEY CHEMICAL COMPANY
Public Service Co.. lights
H. L. Dunham, Sec, fires, tryouts 71 57
R. B. Perry, coal
H. L. Dunham, janitor
Page Homestead Farm, gas
Rivers & Henry, pipe and labor
Ernest Dunham, snow removal, water holes
Henry & Johnson, repairs on alarm
James A. Coffin, fog nozzle and adapter
Wilcox Battery Service, repairs on
generator
F. E. Britton. supplies
H. L. Dunham, firemen 's dues
H. L. Dunham, driver's pay
Aubrey G. Robinson, Sec, firemen's















Derby fire $10 00
Osgood fire 10 00
Philip Thrasher fire 10 00
Rinta fire 10 00
B. Rutter fire 10 00
Truck fire 10 00
Hubbard fire 10 00
$70 00
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FOREST FIRES, H. L. DUXHAM, WARDEN
II. L. Dunham, fires
H. L. Dunham, express on pumps
State of X. H., knapsack pumps






G. H. Aldrich & Sons, insurance on
town trucks $289 10
FIRE PUMP
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights
and power $229 13
CHAMPION FIRE COMPAXY
Roy Richardson, gas $2 51
Leon Marsh, janitor, water holes and
kerosene 95 30
Edwin Ridley, Sec, repairs and chang-
ing hose 13 50
Blanchard Associates, Inc., cap stopper,
extinguisher
Edwin Ridley, Sec, fires
A. B. Perry, coal
Maurice Zing, Sec. firemen's dues
Earl Devoid, light bulbs and soda
Fitch Motor Co., trucks
Ray Rice, repairs, parts, gas and grease
Maurice Zing, Sec, firemen's retirement
insurance
Edwin Ridley, tryonts
Kenneth Ridley, rent of fire station
Edwin Ridley, Sec. steward, secretary
and treasurer fees



















0. E. Cain, 2 years $102 50
$102 50
TOWN HISTORY
Walter Oakman, treasurer $300 00
$300 00
VETERANS MEMORIAL
Dresser's Business School, postal cards $10 25
$10 25
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Paid E. N. Worcester at tax sale $1,030 19
$1,030 19
REFUND ON TAXES
Mrs. Betty McDowell, refund on poll tax $5 00
$5 00
INTEREST
Second Nat'l. Bank of Boston $194 08
$194 08
TOWN DUMP
Joseph Mingola, cleaning dump $50 00
Eugene Beauregard, cleaning dump 78 00
$128 00
TOWN POOR
County of Cheshire, care of Minnie Teed $335 00
E. J. Boulay, aid W. Farnum 130 29
C. R. Plummer, wood for W. Farnum 10 00
J. I. Guyette, wood for George Howard 18 00
Morgan Dix, aid to George Howard 84 03
S. E. Winn, wood for George Howard 24 00
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Keene Fuel & Trucking Co., wood to
George Howard 10 50
Louis Lapoint, rent for George Howard 50 00
County of Cheshire, aid to George Howard 219 00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Appropriation $1,500 00
Paid to State of N. H. $1,195 89
SOLDIER'S AID
E. J. Boulay, aid to soldier's family $96 37
Elliot Community Hospital, aid to
soldier's family 210 26
Irving's Clothing Store, Inc., clothes
for soldier's family 12 78
TOWN ROADS, SUMMER
Cleon Emerson, road agent $2,412 84
Arthur WMtcomb, truck 36 00
W. E. Day, labor 7 20
TOWN ROADS, WINTER
C. R. Plummer $556 00
Arvi Anderson, snow removal 120 00
R. A. Blake, snow removal 656 37
Albert Hurd, snow removal 15 00
Ernest Dunham, snow removal 32 00








C. R. Plummer, gas, oil and repairs
Cleon Emerson, gas, oil
E. J. Boulay, gas oil, anti-freeze
Ray Rice, grease, oil, labor
Smith Auto Sales, grease, labor
Willis Ballou, tire, tube
STATE AID CONSTRUCTION








William I. Ide, treasurer 10,000 00





State of N. H. $843 00
$843 00
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TOWN OF SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS
Fund Balance Interest Paid Balance
12/31/45 Out 12/31/46
George W. Richardson $109 65 $2 51 $2 75 $109 41
Solon Snow 101 65 2 51 3 00 101 16
Fernando P. Hinds 111 72 2 51 3 00 111 23
Nettie Stone 221 95 5 03 1 50 225 48
Nettie Stone 110 97 2 51 1 00 112 48
Mary H. Bancroft 129 66 2 51 2 50 129 67
Joseph Trombley 113 67 2 51 3 00 113 18
O. W. Capron 115 87 2 51 2 50 115 88
Aaron R. Hammond 110 82 2 51 2 50 110 83
John F. Stratton 246 06 5 03 4 00 247 09
George I. Cutler 114 47 2 51 2 50 114 48
Ella A. Ware 50 47 1 26 1 50 50 23
Maria Lawrence 116 68 2 51 3 00 116 19
Harold W. Lander 115 72 2 51 3 00 115 23
Geo. E. & Clara M. Emery 222 19 4 53 4 00 222 72
Edward B. Holbrook 108 97 2 51 2 50 108 98
J. G. Huntley 75 98 1 88 2 00 75 86
Earl L. Leach 112 75 2 51 3 00 112 26
Helen Doolittle 114 28 2 51 3 00 113 79
George O. Capron 118 22 2 51 2 50 118 23
Harriet Lawrence 297 14 5 03 4 00 298 17
Emma Hammond 52 74 1 26 2 00 52 00
Julius E. Wilson 240 85 5 03 5 00 240 88
Daniel McCormick 50 49 1 26 1 50 50 25
Chas. Sparhawk 120 51 2 51 3 00 120 02
J. O. Howard 118 22 2 51 3 00 117 73
J. Madden 107 22 2 51 3 00 106 73
Florence S. Martin 103 62 2 51 3 00 103 13
Isaac Stratton 112 87 2 51 3 00 112 38
John Stratton 103 56 2 51 3 00 103 07
Hershel J. Fowler 105 22 2 51 2 50 105 23
Emerson & Ruffle 174 76 3 77 3 00 175 53
George B. Whitney 115 39 2 51 2 50 115 40
Julia A. Stratton 543 33 12 58 15 00 540 91
Warren H. Ellis 107 29 2 51 2 50 107 30
Addie J. Eaton 174 64 3 77 3 00 175 41
Chas. L. Ball 107 54 2 51 2 50 107 55
Flora E. Buffum 103 85 2 51 2 50 103 86
Sanford S. Hardy 106 85 2 51 2 50 106 86
Daniel Greenleaf 102 95 2 51 2 50 102 96
Norris Carter 100 95 2 51 2 50 100 96
George W. Ward 105 88 2 51 2 50 105 89
Ellen V. Marvin 167 23 3 77 3 00 168 00
Emma A. Faulkner 228 36 5 03 4 00 229 39
James Handy & Joseph Ware 100 12 2 51 2 50 100 13
Clara E. Lane 176 95 3 77 3 50 177 22
Herbert E. Carter 103 59 2 51 2 50 103 60
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Fund Balance Interest Paid Balance
12/31/45 Out 12/31/46
Hattie R. Ramsdell 120 09 2 51 122 60
Webster D. Derby 103 87 2 51 2 50 103 88
Randall-Bolles 102 60 2 51 2 50 102 61
George L. Ballou 155 54 3 77 4 00 155 31
Laura A. Cheever 101 07 2 51 3 50 100 08
William H. Williams 124 66 3 14 3 00 124 80
G. H. Stephenson 103 82 2 51 2 50 103 83
Flora E. Newall 102 82 2 51 2 50 102 83
John Hill 104 07 2 51 2 00 104 58
J. E. Belcher 103 82 2 51 2 50 103 83
Russell Hill 104 07 2 51 2 00 104 58
Joseph Hill 104 07 2 51 2 00 104 58
P. A. White 102 09 2 51 2 50 102 10
Lorenzo Hewes & Flora Hutchins 100 74 2 51 2 50 100 75
Amos M. Hill 105 88 2 51 2 00 106 39
Clarence F. & Carrie Worcester 154 60 3 77 3 50 154 87
Smith & Foster 102 05 2 51 3 00 101 56
Edgar C. Emery 157 10 3 77 3 00 157 87
Ibie A. B. Avery 206 14 5 03 6 00 205 17
Hinds Cemetery Fund 100 33 2 51 2 50 100 34
Una B. Ballou 153 87 3 77 3 00 154 64
Josiah P. & Edwin Read 200 72 5 03 5 00 200 75
Walter R. Hewes &
Frank Domina 100 35 2 51 2 50 100 36
Addie Faulkner 100 20 2 51 2 50 100 21
Stephen Faulkner 100 45 2 51 2 50 100 46
Lizzie Rixford 50 24 1 26 1 25 50 25
Joseph & Betty Whitcomb 102 32 2 51 2 50 102 33
John Holbrook 200 09 5 03 4 00 201 12
Mellon R. Holbrook 305 52 7 54 3 50 309 56
A. A. Ware 317 32 7 54 6 00 318 86
Grace M. Williamson 99 94 2 51 2 25 100 20
Howard & Harvey Fund 100 52 2 51 2 50 100 53
Albert Barber 143 47 3 14 2 50 144 11
Clark B. Holbrook 2nd 262 56 5 03 3 00 264 59
William Knight 102 50 2 51 2 50 102 51
Albert G. Read 254 19 5 03 5 00 254 22
Jessie Murphy 101 35 2 51 2 50 101 36
Asa Healey 102 10 2 51 2 50 102 11
Jos. & Sally Whitcomb 101 40 2 51 2 25 101 66
Manning Hunt 102 32 2 51 2 50 102 33
Capt. Peter Holbrook 174 72 3 77 3 00 175 49
Wm. & Susanna Read 221 84 5 03 4 00 222 87
Clark B. Holbrook 1st 174 77 3 77 3 00 175 54
Chas. W. Graves 225 21 5 03 5 00 255 24
Albert Ballou & Benj. Mason 162 83 3 77 3 25 163 35
Jessie E. Tuttle 101 47 2 51 2 50 101 48
Lorenzo R. Holbrook 155 96 3 77 6 00 153 73
Albert B. Read 154 72 3 77 3 00 155 49
Hattie & Leon Allen 102 93 2 51 3 50 101 94
Clara S. Whitcomb 102 93 2 51 2 50 102 94
Bullard-Lamb-Field 202 92 5 03 4 00 203 95
George Dolby 101 88 2 51 2 50 101 89
Geo. Graves & Henry Files 125 34 3 14 2 00 126 48
A. A. Woodbury 109 15 2 51 2 50 109 16
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Fund Balanee Interest Paid Balance
12/31/45 Out 12/31/46
George H. Allen 106 66 2 51 2 50 106 67
Josiah E. Parsons 77 68 1 88 1 75 77 81
Mary A. Crouch 103 20 2 51 2 50 103 21
Giles & Fannie Taft 102 65 2 51 2 50 102 66
Herbert C. Taft 100 67 2 51 2 50 100 68
Harvey M. Carleton 103 82 2 51 2 50 103 83
O. E. Parsons • 169 47 3 77 3 50 169 74
L. E. Dickinson 107 83 2 51 2 50 107 84
Martha J. Bailey 102 62 2 51 2 50 102 63
Chas. H. Holbrook 113 42 2 51 2 50 113 43
Jeremiah Hale 101 67 2 51 2 50 101 68
Edwin C. Curtis &
Arthur Martin 209 06 5 03 3 50 210 59
Chiron Holbrook 102 62 2 51 2 50 102 63
Susan A. Black 102 02 2 51 2 50 102 03
Luther S. Lane 101 00 2 51 2 50 101 01
A. A. Woodward 103 12 2 51 2 50 103 13
Ruth Hovey Knowlton 103 70 2 51 2 50 103 71
Frank Hovey & John Mathews 207 00 5 03 5 00 207 03
Robert Hovey 103 70 2 51 2 50 103 71
George G. Page 100 79 2 51 3 00 100 30
W. Alexander & Harriett Palmer 202 92 5 03 3 00 204 95
Homer Evans 101 46 2 51 2 50 101 47
Olsson-Holbrook 101 46 2 51 2 50 101 47
Henry T. Rixford 100 00 3 58 2 50 101 08
Henry P. Read 1 72 76 72
Jannah & Elton Read 1 72 76 72
Lewis R. Cass 2 30 102 30
Walter S. & Nellie Alexander 4 70 3 00 251 70
George G. Page 50 03 1 26 1 25 50 04
Frank L. Snow 352 55 7 54 6 50 353 59
Barlow Cemetery Fund 2 19 152 19
Walter E. & Minnie Day 2 19 152 19
Lester Harris 1 88 151 88
Nettie Stone (Pavillion) A 1,066 41 20 36 1,086 77
F. L. Snow (School) B 5,000 00 130 04 130 04 5,000 00
F. L. Snow (Sidewalk) C 8,203 56 1,437 93 3,250 00 6,391 49
Lucy J. W. Carpenter D 29,620 42 1,000 94 600 00 30,021 36
Operating Fund 443 45 156 04 50 00 549 49
$61,496 36 $3,161 37 $4,408 79 $61,198 94
Balance of 12/31/46 includes new funds amounting to $950.00 which







100 Shares Union Pacific R. R.
100 Shares B. & O. R. R.
50 Shares American Tel. & Tel.
50 Shares S. Pacific R. R.
$700.00 American Telephone Bonds
1,942.34 Savings Bank
26 Shares American Tel. & Tel.




REPORT OF CARPENTER HOME TRUSTEES
Jan. 1, 1946—Jan. 1, 1947
RECEIPTS
1946
Jan. 1 Cash on hand $161 67
Apr. 9 Received from Gordon Brown 300 00
Dec. 23 Received from Gordon Brown 300 00
DISBURSEMENTS
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Bank charges
Wright Brothers, window shades
W. L. Handy, repair cellar stairs
Public Service Co. of N. H.
G. H. Aldrich & Sons, insurance
Public Service Co. of N. H.
P. J. LeClair & Sons, repair roof
Ellery Nurseries, cemetery flowers
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Bank charges
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Ruth E. Burt, taxes
Richard R. Bogue, repair clock
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Nims Plumbing, coal grates
F. J. LeClair & Sons, clean
chimneys



















































Public Service Co. of N. H.
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Louise Simoneau
W. L. Handy, repairs on barn
Chester K. Guillow, install grates
I). S. Stone Lumber Co., lumber
for barn




























Medora L. Rixford, librarian
Guy W. Purmort, janitor
Public Service Co. of N. EL, lights
Personal Book Shop, books
H. R. Huntting Co., books
Monadnock Press, supplies
C. P. Worcester, slate and labor
Moore Cottrell for magazines
G. E. Whitcomb, wood
Balance on hand. Cheshire National Bank































1046 From Town of Swanzey $150 00
DISBURSEMENTS
1946
Mar. 30 Janitor $5 54
Mar. 30 Librarian 19 50
Men- 18 Subs, to Popular Science 2 00
July 27 Librarian 19 50
Aug. 7 Cleaning 6 50
Aug. 7 Janitor 12 00
Filing cards 2 75
Xov. 4 Librarian 19 50
Dec. 31 Janitor 25 00
Public Service Co. 12 00
IcTa AVhitcomb—books 25 00
Balance 71
$150 0C
MARY G . LANE,
Treasurer
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SWANZEYCOMMUN ITY HOUSE LI BRARY
Report for 1946
Balance 1946 appropriation $1 27
Town appropriation 150 00
Fines paid librarian 4 60
$155 87
EXPENSES
Lorna Ridley, librarian $36 00
Eva Ridley, librarian 16 00
Public Service, lights 9 50
Arthur Perry, coal 32 00
Frank Jackson, janitor 24 00
Personal Book Shop, books 34 33





REPORT OF HISTORY COMMITTEE
—DR.—
Feb. 1, 1943 Amount on hand $197 41
Oct. 18, 1946 Received from town 300 00
Total $497 41
CREDIT
Charles R. Dresser, mimeograph work $7 83
Dorothy C. Robinson, postage 7 10
Lloyd E. Bourne, transportation 52 50
Dorothy C. Robinson, labor and
expenses on war record 100 00
Dec. 18, 1946 Walter F. Oakman, labor and
expenses for years 1944, 1945,
1946 150 00







REPORT OF SWANZEY DISTRICT
NURSE ASSOCIATION
December 31, 1945 to December 31, 1946
RECEIPTS
Balance in bank, Dec. 31, 1945
Received from town appropriation
Received from school district
Received from Metropolitan Insurance
Received from John Hancock Insurance
Received from Private collections
Received from memberships
Received from telephone calls




Catherine C. Napsey, R, N. $1,860 37










Less Income tax withheld 243 53
Total salaries paid $1,775 17
Taxes withheld from salaries
4th quarter, 1945 92 50
3 quarters, 1946 186 23 278 73
Garage rent - 24 00
Gas and oil 241 05
Telephone 32 70
Tires 13 82
Medical supplies 39 09



















December 31, 1946 balance in bank $1,137 27
Less withholding tax withheld for 4th quarter, 1946 57 30










Having examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Clerk, Town Treasurer, Collector for 1946 taxes, Trustees of
Trust Funds, Trustees of Carpenter Home, I find same correctly
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OFFICERS, TEACHERS AND EMPLOYEES
OF SWANZEY SCHOOL DISTRICT
A. W. HOPKINS, Moderator
LAURA G. FITZGERALD, Clerk
EARLE W. CAPRON, Treasurer
GLADYS E. STARKEY, Auditor
SCHOOL BOARD
ELLIS H. WYMAN Term expires 1947
HOWARD H. STONE Term expires 1948






Marie A. Capron (Mrs.), Principal, Grades 7 and 8.
Millicent M. Williams, Grades 5 and 6.
Ruby K. Ramsay (Mrs.), Grades 3 and 4.
Martha A. Rand, Grades 1 and 2.
East Swanzey School:
Florence G. Stone (Mrs.), Principal, Grades 5-8.
Viola M. Fenton, Grades 1-4.
Hopkins School:
Florence C. Nims (Mrs.), Grades 5-8.
Rose F. DuBois (Mrs.), Principal, Grades 1-4.
Wilcox School
:
Winifred B. Sargent, Principal, Grades 5-8.








HARRY WORCESTER JOSEPH BOYER
HEALTH OFFICER
DR. A. W. HOPKINS
TRANSPORTERS
CECIL R. PLUMMER ELLIS H. WYMAN
JANITORS
Cutler School—Mrs. Leo Plummer
East Swanzey School—William Rollins
Hopkins School—Whitman Rutter
Wilcox School—George Fairbanks




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Swanzey qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the eleventh day of March 1947, at one o'clock in
the afternoon to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To choose Agents. Auditors, Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
7. To see if the District will vote to make any alterations
in the report of the School Board recommending the amount of
money required for the support of schools and payment of
statutory obligations.
8. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to make a contract with the Union School District of
Keene for high school instruction for 1947-1948 at a rate of one
hundred dollars ($100) per pupil.
9. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 to pay for the additional expenses incurred
during the current year, $2,300.00 of which shall be used for
payment of teachers' bonus for the year 1946-1947.
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10. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to sell and convey the land and buildings known as
District No. 9 on the westerly side of the highway to Richmond.
11. To see if Hie district will elect to approve inclusion of
its officers and employees other than those eligible under the
Teachers Retirement System in the Employees Retirement
System of the State of New Hampshire, which system is pro-
vided for by Chapter 27A of the Revised Laws as inserted by
Chapter 183 of the Laws of 1945 and as provided by Chapter
201 of the Laws of 1945 and any subsequent amendment thereto.
12. If the district votes in the affirmative on the pre-
ceding article, to see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of thirty-five dollars and twenty cents
($35.20) for the purpose of providing funds for the district's
contribution to said retirement system for the coming year.















School Board's statement of amounts required to support
public schools and meet other statutory obligations of the dis-
trict for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1947.




Teachers' salaries $22,475 00
Text books 1,100 00
Scholars' supplies 1,400 00
Flags and appurtenances 25 00
Other expenses of instruction 175 00
Janitor service 2,400 00
Fuel 2,100 00
Water, light and janitors' supplies 1,000 00
Minor repairs and expenses 1,500 00
Medical inspection 350 00
Transportation of pupils 4,000 00




Salaries of district officers (fixed by
district) $350 00
Truant officer and school census (fixed
by district) 75 00
Superintendent's excess salary (fixed
by supervisory union) 700 00
Superintendent's travel allowance (fixed
by supervisory union) 200 00
Per capita tax (reported by state
treasurer) 966 00
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Teachers' retirement fund (reported by
State Board) 782 00
Insurance 565 00
Payment of high school tuition 13,500 00
Payment on principal of debt 5,000 00
Payment of interest on debt 200 00
Expenses of administration 1,000 00
New equipment 750 00
24,088 00
Total amount required to meet school
board's budget $60,813 00
ESTIMATED INCOME OF DISTRICT
State aid (equalization fund) $3,500 00
Do<r tax 600 00
_ 4,100 00
Assessment required to balance school






FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1945—June 30., 1946
REVENUE
State and federal aid
:
(a) Equalization fund $4,855 27
Income from local taxation:
(a) For support of elementary schools $17,940 00
(b) For payment of high school tuition 9,000 00
(c) For salaries of district officers and
superintendent's excess salary
(d) For payment of principal of debt
(e) For payment of interest on debt
(f) For payment of per capita tax
(g) Other obligations imposed by law
or established by district
(h) Special appropriations
Total
From sources other than taxation
:
(a) Dog licenses
(b) Elementary school tuitions
(c) Income from local trust funds
















Total receipts from all sources $72,636 01
Cash on hand at beginning of year, July 1, 1945 8,215 29
Grand total $80,851 30
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PAYMENTS
Total General Support of Support of




officers $339 00 $339 00
Superintendent's
excess salary 482 30 482 30
Truant officer and
school census 71 50 71 50
Expenses of admin-




ers' salaries 14,788 64 $14,788 64
Text Books 654 89 654 89
Scholars' supplies 915 68 915 68
Flags and appurten-
ances 33 91 33 91
Other expenses of





Janitor service 1,823 40 1,823 40
Fuel 1,920 50 1,920 50
Water, light, jan-
itors' supplies 662 07 662 07
Minor repairs and





Medical inspection 346 17 346 17
Transportation of
pupils 3,769 90 3,769 90
High school tuition 9,226 45 $9,226 45
Other special ac-






General Support of Support of
Expenses High School Ele. School
Tax for state wide
supervision 930 00 930 00
Insurance and other






struction 37,420 80 37,420 80
Cutler school fur-
niture 1,142 82 1,142 82
East Swanzey pro-
ject 2,752 50 2,752 50






cipal of debt 500 00 500 00
Payments of inter-
est on debt 145 00 145 00
Cutler school prizes 130 04 130 04
Total payments for
all purposes $80,127 46 $44,962 82 $9,226 45 $25,938 19
Total cash on hand
at end of year,
June 30, 1946 723 84
Grand total $80,851 30
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AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books and other
financial records of the school board of Swanzey, of which this
is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1946, and





REPORT OF THE DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year Ending June 30. 1946
Cash on hand, June 30, 1945 $8,215 29
Received from selectmen
:
Appropriations for current year
Dog tax
Inome from trust funds




Received from all other sources
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less school board orders paid















This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of
the school district of Swanzey, of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1946, and find















Nutrition 29 18 18 13 7 85
Heart 1 1
Skin 1 1
Teeth 73 32 33 24 18 180
Tonsils 24 14 15 16 11 80
Glands 7 2 5 2 4 20
Totals 134 67 71 55 40 367
Number of children examined 131 59 62 45 21 318











































135 57 46 62 21
29 19 10 19 7
1 1
1
66 29 17 34 14
30 16 15 15 10
30 16 15 15 10

















191 ^i hours of school work.
CATHERINE C. NAPSEY, R. N.
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REPORT OF CUTLER SCHOOL
To the Superintendent of Schools
:
In answer to your request, I wish to submit the following
information in regard to the Cutler School.
The completion of the new basement during the summer
added greatly to the utilization of the new addition. This
spacious room is now the center of activity, being used for mu-
sic classes, group meetings, assemblies, entertainment, indoor
play, and a lunchroom. A small adjacent room has been partly
equipped for a kitchen.
An oil heating system has been installed to take care of
extra heat needed for the larger building. Smaller heaters were
added for the new basement.
Many smaller items have been replaced or added as the
need arose. There are still many items needed, such as supple-
mentary reading materials, and storage shelves for books and
supplies.
Much work has been done on the grounds. Grading was
necessary to clear the playgrounds and make ready for plant-
ing. The "Old Homestead Garden Club" donated shrubbery
and bulbs for the project. The planting of these and the care
of the grounds has been done, for the most part, by the pupils.
A sidewalk was laid from the south entrance to the front
driveway, adding to the safety and convenience of the pupils.
A school lunch program is now serving over 60 pupils each
day. This number will be increased as soon as equipment will
permit. The program is a part of the federal lunch program.
Although in operation, many items such as storage for food,
drainage, hot water, and other equipment are needed to com-
plete the project. The lunchroom has been made possible
through the cooperation of a group of civic minded women,
giving both time and effort. The names of the people who
assisted in this program are as follows : Mrs. Arthur Perry,
Mrs. Stanley Austin, Mrs. Ellsworth Bent, Mrs. Clifford Rey-
nolds, Mrs. Peter Holbrook, Mrs. David Perry. Mrs. Joseph
Metcalf, Mrs. Charles Maslen, Mrs. Harrison Maynard, Mrs.
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Joseph Evans, Mrs. Cecil Hummer and Mrs. Joseph Mingolla.
Many other mothers have volunteered their services as sub-
stitutes in the absence of regular committee members.
Teachers and pupils have undertaken to raise a fund for
the purchase of a sound projector for the school. To date, we
have $330.00 raised from a Hallowe'en Carnival and the gen-
erous donations of civic organizations and interested friends of
the school. A total of about $500 is needed for the proejetor
and screen. As a means of visual education, this should add









To the School Board and Citizens of the Swanzey School
District
:
I herewith submit my second annual report as superin-
tendent of schools.
FINANCES
The inflation which took place during the summer and fall
of 1946 has again made it necessary to face a deficit. Citizens
will recall that the miscellaneous expenditures connected with
the Cutler School addition, the East Swanzey artesian well,
etc., caused a deficit of approximately $5,000.00 last year.
This matter was explained in detail in the last report of the
Superintendent of Schools. The deficit of $5,000.00 was raised
at the district meeting on March 12, 1946. This appropriation
made it possible for the school district to meet all obligations
outstanding at that time.
The budget for the current school year 1946-1947 was
prepared in December. 1945. We felt at that time that we had'
budgeted liberally enough to take care of a normal amount of
inflation. However, the discontinuation of the Office of Price
Administration and the consequent increase of cost of living
during the summer and fall of 1946 actually put our teachers
in a precarious position. The attention of the nation has dur-
ing the past year been focused upon low teacher salaries. Very
early in the school year, the Swanzey School Board accepted
the recommendation of the Superintendent that a $200.00
bonus he paid to all Swanzey teachers. Even though the money
was not available in the treasury at that time, we knew that
it might not be possible to retain all of our present staff for
the current year unless we made a reasonable salary adjust-
ment. Payments on the teacher bonus started on Jan. 1. 1947. All
teachers will receive the total amount of the bonus bv the end
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of the school year. The school board was confident that the
citizens of Swanzey would approve this action at their an-
nual school meeting in March, 1947. The bonus accounts for
$2,300.00 of the deficit in the town warrant.
In addition to the deficit created by the teacher bonus, it
is expected that we will expend at least $500.00 more on tuition
tli an was originally appropriated. We now have 115 students
at Keene High School. Approximately 12 others have been in
attendance for part of the year. There are also 4 students in
attendance at Thayer High School in "Winchester. This figure
is considerably above the number contemplated last year. We
also expect to expend $200.00 more on transportation than was
originally appropriated. These sums account for the $3,000.00
deficit which is being requested as a special appropriation in
the school warrant.
It should be noted that the school district has received
from interested "citizens a total of $3,800.00 in gifts for com-
pleting the work on Cutler School. The many improvements
in the Cutler School have been made possible by these gifts.
BUDGET, 1947-48
An analysis of the budget for 1947-48 which appears else-
where in this report will reveal the total assessment of $56,713,
not including the proposed deficiency appropriation of $3,000.00
which appears as a special article in the school warrant. This
represents an increase of 25.8 per cent over the assessment of
$47,472 made on the town last year for school purposes. The
largest single increase is for teachers' salaries. The proposed
appropriation is approximately $5,000.00 more than was appro-
priated for the school year 1946-47. It is about $2,500.00 more
than will be actually expended this year for salaries and bonus.
Prices for books and supplies have gone up from 30 to 40 per
cent. Corresponding increases have been made in the appro-
priations for these items. Another large increase has been made
on the item for payment of high school tuition. This is $13,500
compared with $10,000 last year. The rate of tuition at Keene
High School has been increased from $90.00 to $100.00 for the
next school year. Our present high school enrollment, less
twelfth grade graduates, plus eighth grade graduates, approxi-
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mate 135 for the next school year. There are always some who
drop out so that item should be sufficiently large to cover
the matter of tuition. AVe underestimated on this item during
the present year because of a number of returning veterans
who reentered high school. Numerous other small increases
account for the remainder of the budget increases. The district
is now assessed 4 per cent of the salaries of all teachers who
are members of the State Teachers' Retirement Association.
The budget for next year includes an item of $782.00 for this
purpose. This wTill increase considerably next year because of
increased salaries and the increasing per cent of membership.
The budget also includes $5,000.00 for payment on prin-
cipal of debt due this }
Tear. Interest due on this debt is esti-
mated at $200.00. In addition to this payment, there is a sum
of $10,000.00 yet to be paid on the $20,000.00 debt incurred.
CUTLER SCHOOL
The contracts of the architect and construction engineer
for the Cutler School addition were completed last summer.
Because of various changes in the original plans, necessitated
by increasing building costs, there were many details to be
finished. The biggest unfinished job was the installation of
a cement floor in the basement, as well as a cement walk to
the side door of the new addition. This work was completed
prior to the opening of school. The basement room has now
been equipped with chairs for use in the school lunch program
as well as the- music program. Cafeteria tables are expected at
a later date. The small room in the basement has been partially
equipped for serving school lunches. A large electric refri-
gerator, an electric stove, a sink and a large shelf have been
installed. There is. at present, no cupboard space for the
storage of miscellaneous kitchen utensils, chinaware, and food
supplies which have already been accumulated. Drainage for
the sink has not, at the present writing, been installed. The
Board is now planning to install a centrifugal pump to take
care of the drainage from the sink.
The federal government has provided funds for the pur-
chase of new equipment for lunch rooms. This offer was good
through July 1, 1947. In order to take advantage of this offer,
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requisitions for the allotment of federal funds were made. A
total of $478.73 has now been allocated by the federal govern-
ment. These funds have to be matched by an equivalent amount
of local money. At the present time, about half of these funds
have been spent for lunchroom equipment. The school lunch
program Is also subsidized by federal money to the extent of
!) cents per meal. This program is now under the supervision
of a group of community minded women. They are giving their
voluntary and unpaid support to this program. The admin-
istration of the program is under the general guidance of the
principal. However, the purchase of supplies, the preparation
of menus, the purchase of equipment, etc., are completely under
the supervision of the committee of community women. The
Superintendent and School Board wish to express appreciation
for the fine work of this committee whose names are listed in
the report of the Cutler School principal. School lunch pro-
grams are usually initiated and supported by community com-
mittees for the first year or two. However, after the first year,
many communities have found it possible to employ a paid
supervisor to handle all the details of preparations and serving
of the school lunches. The many details connected with pur-
chasing food, planning menus, preparation of food, serving,
and general clean-up work for 60 pupils require, at least, the
full time service of one paid supervisor. Oftentimes, the older
children form committees to assist in serving and doing dishes.
Many communities find that the school lunch program is com-
pletely self-supporting after the first year. The fee paid by each
child plus the government contribution is usually enough to
take care of all expenses, including the salary of the supervisor.
The experience gained from the Cutler School lunch program
this year will enable the present committee to determine how
they wish to operate another year.
An oil burner was installed in the Cutler School in the fall.
This greatly reduced the work required of the school janitor.
It should give more time for the care and cleaning of the
school building. The new addition involves considerably more
work than the old building. The floors in the two new class-
rooms, teachers' room,, toilet and corridors need to be waxed
regularly. While the basement room is not yet finished, it
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will, at a later date, require regular janitorial attention. The
cement floor has not as yet been sealed. The school board was
advised to allow the cement to cure a full year before the appli-
cation of any kind of seal. There, is at present, a great deal of
dust from the cement floor when the room is in use. This is a
handicap to the music classes and to the lunchroom personnel.
Plans are being made to have this floor sealed during the
coming summer. The cement walls should also be treated in
the same manner as the floor. At some later date, the district
will want to install a ceiling in this basement room. This is a
sizeable job which will probably require a special appropriation
another year.
During the summer, the ceiling in the southeast room,
grades three and four, started to collapse. This was caused by
the strain on the timbers at the time of the fire. The complete
removal of the ceiling, the repair of the timbers and the replace-
ment of the ceiling was one of our extensive repairs during the
last summer.
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIRS
The rooms wore redecorated at North Swanzey, East Swan-
zey, Swanzey Center and Westport. These rooms had aot been
painted during the war years and were, therefore, in a bad
condition. The outside of the building at North Swanzey was
also painted. The Swanzey Center School is next on our
schedule for outside painting. It is hoped that this may be
completed during the coming summer.
The artesian well and pump installation at East Swanzey
is functioning to complete satisfaction. The only building now
without flush toilets and running water is the Westport School.
There has been some interest expressed in initiating a lunch
program in the North Swanzey School. After some discussion
of this possibility, it was felt that our budget would not this
year permit the many expenditures necessary to initiate a lunch
program at North Swanzey. It is planned at some later date to
finish a room in the basement, lay a cement floor and to pro-
vide necessary heating, plumbing and electrical connections.
The cost of such a room plus the cost of equipment would neces-
sitate a special item in the warrant. The great increase in the
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cost of operating schools this year made it seem impractical to
request money for this purpose at the present time. It is hoped
thai definite plans may be made to accomplish this project in
the summer of 1948.
CLASSROOM NEEDS
As was reported last year, most of our school rooms need
additional library and reference materials. The impact of many
other needs restricted our purchases in this area. We have one
school with two encyclopedias, one published in 1860 and the
other in 1904. An order has been placed for a secondhand 1935
edition of an encyclopedia for this school. Inasmuch as most
encyclopedias cost over $100.00, it is evident that we will have
to increase appropriations to keep our schools up to date on
recent developments. We plan to buy at least one new encyclo-
pedia next year. If one encyclopedia is added each year, it
will still take six years to equip our upper grade classrooms
with encyclopedias. Encyclopedias are not necessary in the
lower grades but many library collections, such as "The Book
House," are available for use in these grades.
Money has been included in the budget next year to pur-
chase a film service for the projector for which money is being-
raised at the Cutler School. The school board plans to provide
the necessary dark curtains to equip one of the rooms for pro-
jection.
PERSONNEL
Mrs. Earl Capron was transferred from grades five and six
to grades seven and eight at Cutler School to replace Mrs.
Florence Kellom who resigned. Miss Millicent Williams, a 1946
graduate of Keene Teachers College, was employed to teach
grades five and six at Cutler School. Miss Viola Fenton, a
graduate of Castleton Normal School, was employed to replace
Mrs. Ruth Moultrop in grades one to four at East Swanzey.
TESTING PROGRAM
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests were administered
to all pupils in the Swanzey schools this year. The Swanzey
pupils in the ninth grade at Keene High School were also given
achievement tests. All of the schools in Supervisory Union No.
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25 were selected by the World Book Company to participate
in the National Standardization Program of the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests. The results obtained from these tests are
to be used in the establishment of new national norms. All











While space does not permit a detailed analysis of this
testing program, it should be stated that the Swanzey pupils
compared favorably with those in other sections of the country.
The Pintner General Ability (intelligence^ Tests were ad-
ministered to every child in the Swanzey schools last year. All
first grade pupils and all new pupils have been given the same
test. Intelligence quotients are available for every child in this
system. It is customary to give intelligence tests once every
three or four years. The next complete testing program will
be given during the school year 1948-1949.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the School Board,
teachers, and citizens for their cooperation and support.
Respectfully submitted.







Differenl pupils registered in district during year 356
Average membership, 1945-46, (to nearest whole number) 309
Per cent of attendance (state average—93.18%) 93.18%
Number pupils not absent or tardy during the year 18
( "ases of tardiness 271
Number of pupils whose tuition was paid by district
in high school 119
Tuition rate—Keene $90.00
Tuition rate—Winchester $88.16
Total tuition payments for high school pupils $9,226.45
Number of pupils transported at district expense 63
Total cost of transportation $3,769.00





Four years or more of training 2
Less than four years of training 9
School Board meetings, July 1, 1945, to July 1, 1946 7
School visits made by superintendent 257
Visits made by citizens 1,036
Visits made by board members 28
Number half-days schools in session (state aver-
age—344.64) 339.3
Total state aid received December, 1945 $4,855.27
Average instructional cost per pupil (state aver-
age—$104.64) $77.98
Cost per pupil per day (169 days) 46
1946-1947
Total assessed valuation $2,010,436.00
Equalized valuation $2,007,416.00
State aid received December, 1946 $3,582.12
Estimated total school expenditures, 1946-47 $53,872.00
Proposed total school expenditures, 1947-48 (ex-
clusive of special articles) $60,813.00
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Per cent increase in expenditures 12.9%
Assessment on town for school purposes, 1946-47 $47,472.00
Proposed assessment on town for school purposes,
1947-48, includes $3,000 special appropria-
tion proposed in school warrant $59,713.00
Per cent increase in assessment on town for school
purposes 25.8%
Total amount appropriated at town meeting,
March, 1946 $79,014.47
Per cent school appropriation is of town appro-
priation, 1946, ($47,472.00/$79,014.47) 60.1%
Town tax rate, 1946 $3.60
Precinct tax ra+e, 1946 $4.04
ENROLLMENT TABLE, FEBRUARY 1, 1947
Grade
School: 12345678 Total
Cutler 19 17 21 21 12 14 20 18 142
Hopkins 9 11 7 5 6 6 7 8 59
East Swanzey 12 7 6 8 7 7 9 7 63
Wilcox 6 5 5 5 8 6 3 6 44
Westport 4 2 4 2 3 5 20
Totals 50 42 43 41 36 38 39 39 328
PUPILS PROMOTED TO HIGH SCHOOL, JUNE, 1946
CUTLER SCHOOL
Stanley C. Austin Jr. Mavis J. Jackson
Homer S. Bradley Jr. John H. Kimball
June L. Browne Shirley A. Leonard
Marjorie A. Browne Alice P. Lewis
Pauline M. Dubois Robert A. Mason
Francis W. Faulkner Mary J. Metcalf
Gloria I. Grover Barbara V. Patnode
George E. Holbrook Cecelia A. Plummer
Arno E. Hurd Shirley D. Putnam
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Mary C. Sarsfield Edna M. Wilson
Martha J. Taylor Lloyd R. Willis
Delbert IF. Wesley Bessie I. Wheeler
EAST SWANZEY SCHOOL
Richard F. Crosby Caryl L. Lane
Reginald E. Frazier Walter IT. Lorette
Beverly L. French Dorothy Ridley
Joan L. Goodell
HOPKINS SCHOOL
Carol A. Frazier Jean E. Phelps
Charles F. Freihofer Richard E. Smith
Carlon L. Guyette Martha M. Thompson
Olive M. Lambert Norma I. Thrasher
David F. McGrath
WILCOX SCHOOL
Martha J. Grace Gerald A. Bell






June L. Browne Grade 8
George E. Holbrook Grade 8
Arno E. Hurd Grade 8
Edna Wilson Grade 8
Elwin Faulkner Grade 6
Virginia Leonard Grade 6
Rolland Spring Grade 6
Elizabeth Thayer Grade 6
Rose LaPlante Grade 3
EAST SWANZEY SCHOOL
Edwin Ridley Grade 8
Beverly Hale Grade 6










Austin H. Curtis Grade 4
Francis L. Willis Grade 3
Myrna R. Curtis Grade 2
LIST OF PUPILS IN ATTENDANCE AT KEENE
HIGH SCHOOL, 1945-1946
Eva M. Hamel Esther M. Allan
Donald B. Miller John E. Aro



















































































The following pupils a
































LIST OF PUPILS IN ATTENDANCE AT THAYER
HIGH SCHOOL, 1945-1946
Cleon Emerson George Goodnow
Ralph Emerson Howard Goodnow
The following pupil attended Thayer High School only
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HELP YOUR FOREST FIRE WARDEN PREVENT FIRES—IT PAYS!
The prevention of forest fires is the most important and difficult
part of the work of your forest fire warden who heads a local organi-
zation set up primarily for the security of your community's forest
property. The importance and value of the work of the forest fire
warden and his deputies is, perhaps, best appreciated during hazardous
periods when fire danger is greatest. The public, however, looks to him at
all times for speedy and economical suppression of going fires
To property fulfill his mission, the warden needs the generous and
understanding cooperation of the public at large. He attempts to secure
this cooperation by the posting of caution notices, news items and by
word of mouth, always carefully explaining the necessity of restrictions
imposed. In the matter of giving cooperation, however, the public often
fails. The record shows that an average of 7,300 acres of woodland
are burned over by forest fires in New Hampshire each year. Analysis
of fire causes reveal the fact that more than 98 percent of all forest
fires are, consistently, the result of human carelessness and are pre-
ventable.
/
The careless smoker fails to properly extinguish his cigar, cigarette
or pipe ashes or thoughtlessly throws them from the car window; the
debris burner fails or refuses to consult the warden, as the law requires
when the ground is not covered with snow, before attempting to burn;
campers fail to properly extinguish their fires or frequently build fires
when conditions are unfavorable.
Remember these rules:
1. Use ordinary common sense with fire in and near woodland.
2. Comply with requirements on the use of fire in and near
woodland and when the ground is not covered with snow,
secure written permission to burn from the forest fire
warden.
3. Be careful when smoking in or near woodlands. Don't throw
lighted material from moving vehicles.
4. Cooperate with and assist the warden and urge others to
do so.
5. HELP YOUR FOREST FIRE WARDEN PREVENT FIRES—
his efforts are only as effective as is the cooperation you give
him!
F. J. BAKER.
District Fire Chief.
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